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Abstract

To test whether social identities are hard to change, can be activated with the environment,

or some hybrid of the two, we ran a two-phase charitable giving framed field experiment and

a complementary natural field experiment. Donation petitions varied the state in which the

beneficiaries resided, and in whether they primed the nation. Testing between theories requires

a prime that is uninformative and makes the nation top-of-mind, as well as a baseline mea-

surement of subjects’ identity. Across a variety of decisions, regionalists behave differently than

nationalists at baseline. Only regionalists are affected when the nation is primed, and their

choices become more like that of nationalists. We propose a hybrid theory, in which nationalists

have the nation top-of-mind at baseline, unlike regionalists who can therefore be affected by a

national prime.
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Social identity shapes behavior in important ways, affecting investment in education (Akerlof

and Kranton, 2002), test performance (Shih et al., 1999; Steele and Aronson, 1995), patience

(Benjamin et al., 2010), cooperation (Benjamin et al., 2016), honesty (Cohn et al., 2014), and

work performance (Akerlof and Kranton, 2005), to name a few. In psychology and economics,

there are two broad theories of social identity: ‘sticky’ and ‘flickery’.1 According to sticky theories,

social identity is a persistent preference.2 Each social category a subject is part of, e.g. her race,

nationality or religion, has associated norms of behavior—Hispanics listen to Latin music, Mexicans

eat spicy food, Catholics go to church on Sundays. Someone for whom a social category is a sticky

identity cares about following its norms. According to the ‘flickery’ theories of social identity,

social categories again have associated norms, and individuals can be made to follow these norms.3

However, the norm a subject follows at a given point in time is not driven by a persistent preference

associated to a certain social category. It is driven by whichever social category is most top of mind.

Taken in their pure forms, sticky and flickery theories cannot both be true at the same time: if

preferences can be turned on and off with arbitrary primes, then they are not persistent. Is it the

case that some social identities are sticky, and others are flickery? Or is the truth some hybrid of

the sticky and flickery theories?

In this paper we provide a theoretical framework and experimental evidence that allows us to

distinguish between sticky, flickery or hybrid theories of identity. We studied the impact of regional

and national identity on a variety of decisions. The theoretical framework assumes that for each

1 The work on social identity is vast and hard to summarize. Social identity theory is an umbrella term for a set of
theories that broadly state that the social categories a subject belongs to and the emotional significance they attach
to them affects their behavior (e.g. Turner and Reynolds, 2012; Tajfel, 1981; Tajfel and Turner, 1979). The theories
were articulated by social psychologists, and later adopted by economists. Swann and Bosson, 2010 respectively refer
to the two main theories of social identity theory as the ‘self-enhancement’ and ‘self-categorization’ approaches. Hoff
and Pandey, 2014 make a similar distinction by dividing social identity theories into ‘fixed self’ and ‘frame dependent
self’, as do Guala and Filippin, 2016.

2The view that individuals follow the norms of social categories they are attached to has been argued by Akerlof
and Kranton (2000); Shayo (2009); Penn (2008). Studies that favor the sticky theories include Reed, 2004; Morris
et al., 2008; Pedic, 1990; Akerlof and Kranton, 2002, 2005; Seiter and Gass, 2005; Ledgerwood and Chaiken, 2007;
McKay et al., 2011 . These studies find that the impact of a norm is stronger among those who are more attached
to the social category, or among those who act in other ways consistent with its norms.

3The view that primes impact behavior by making norms more cognitively accessible is argued by Akerlof and
Kranton (2010); Benjamin et al. (2010); Bénabou and Tirole (2011); Guala and Filippin (2016); Hoff and Pandey
(2014). Although norms are not always easy to define, they are well understood in some situations such as the ones
we will consider.

Experiments that provide evidence in favor of the flickery theories include Shih et al., 1999; Benjamin et al., 2010,
2016; Gaertner and Dovidio, 2012; LeBoeuf et al., 2010; Charnysh et al., 2014; Transue, 2007; Sachs, 2009; Afridi
et al., 2015; Berger et al., 2008; Cadsby et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014; Cohn et al., 2014, 2015; Dee, 2014; Chang
et al., 2015; Cohn et al., 2015. These experiments show that primes move behavior in the direction of a norm on
average.
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decision, both the regional identity and the national identity have ideal points, which we assigned

in a natural way. Subjects put weight on those ideal points based on their relative attachment

to the regional identity (as per sticky theories) and on the salience of the nation (as per flickery

theories). With this framework, we rigorously derive tests for each type of theory, which we then

test by estimating the impact of a national prime on regionalists and on nationalists. Our approach

contrasts with recent work that assumes the flickery theories are true, and uses primes to infer the

ideal point associated with some identity (Benjamin et al., 2010, 2016; Cohn et al., 2014, 2015). A

main contribution of the paper is to emphasize that, for either approach, testing that the prime is

uninformative and that it brings the right identity (and only the right identity) to the top of mind

is an important test of proper identification. We will argue this point holds more generally.

Understanding flickery theories carefully is the key to our research project. In Figure 1 we

present the causal path from a national prime to behavior consistent with a national norm, according

to flickery theories of identity. Primes bring certain social categories to the top of mind. The primes

then make it easier to think in terms of those social categories. For instance, a Mexican who is

primed with her Mexican identity may be reminded more easily of Mexican restaurants after being

asked where she’d like to eat. Furthermore, the prime makes her more likely to think of herself

as a Mexican, and therefore to think of the normed behaviors in a given situation in terms of

her Mexican identity. That is, she may not only find it easier to think of Mexican restaurants

when asked where to eat, she may more easily access the thought that others expect her to have a

preference for Mexican food. This accessibility of Mexican norms may in turn affect her behavior,

making it more consistent with those norms. The prime thus makes it more likely she’ll pick a

Mexican restaurant.

National
Prime

Nation Top
of Mind

Nation-Related
Cognition

Nation-Related
Identity

Nation-Related
Norms

Nation-Related
Behavior

Figure 1: Causal Path From A Prime To Behavior According to Flickery Theories of Social Identity

Figure 1 highlights three important points about flickery theories of identity. First, even though

there may be paths missing from the Figure, it highlights that the causal link from prime to behavior
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has at least some intervening variables. These intervening variables should be tested for directly,

and behavioral evidence should be understood in light of these intervening variables. Second, testing

for flickery theories requires using primes as an instrument for top-of-mindedness. The instrumental

variables framework is useful because it emphasizes the importance of an exclusion restriction in

testing flickery theories. Third, the causal story is not about changing beliefs, but rather about top

of mindedness. As per the exclusion restriction, researchers should pay attention that the prime is

not impacting cognition, identity or behaviors because it changed beliefs. In short, the prime must

be uninformative.

Our main evidence comes from a two-round framed field experiment with Mexican college

students. In the first round, they were asked to identify the region within Mexico they belonged to,

and asked about their attachment to their region and about their attachment to Mexico. This first

round allowed us to identify those who were relatively more attached to their region, or ‘regionalists’,

and those who were not, or ‘nationalists’. This provided us with their sticky identity. In the second

round two weeks later, subjects were exposed to a petition to donate towards child development

efforts in some state in Mexico. The donation petition was randomly assigned a national prime,

activating the national identity as per the flickery theories of identity. After subjects were exposed

to the petition, they were asked a battery of questions.

The experiment studies several causal links of Figure 1. We test whether the national prime

brings the nation to the top of mind by asking subjects to say five words that come to mind after

seeing the donation petition, and we show that only the mention of Mexico is significantly different

with and without the prime. We also test whether the prime was uninformative by asking subjects a

battery of questions over which the prime plausibly could have provided information. For example,

we ask about the party of the ruling governor in subjects’ assigned state, since the colors of the flag

are associated with a specific political party in Mexico. The prime has no effect on these questions,

which suggests that the exclusion restriction holds. We believe that this exercise of testing that

only the primed identity is salient and that it is uninformative regarding plausible channels should

be a standard part of the toolkit in priming experiments.

The experiment further tests for a variety of decisions subject make that are on the causal

chain in Figure 1. To get at whether the prime affected nation-related cognition, we asked subjects

whether they found it easier to think of the state as part of the nation or part of the region. We
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assumed that the ideal point associated to the regional identity was to think of states as part

of the region, and the ideal point associated to the national identity was to think of states as

part of the nation. To get at whether the state affected nation-related identity, we repeated the

questions from the two-week-prior baseline regarding their attachment to their region and to the

nation. We assumed that the ideal point associated to the regional identity was to be strongly

attached to the region, and relatively more attached to the region than to the nation, while the

ideal point associated to the national identity is defined analogously. Both in questions about

cognition and about identity, we found evidence for a hybrid theory of identity. Without the

prime, regionalists and nationalists behaved in line with their ideal points. The national prime did

not affect nationalists’ decisions, but brought regionalists’ decisions closer to those of nationalists.

We also find evidence of sticky theories: in some further questions about cognition, for example,

regionalists and nationalists behave in line with their ideal point and are not affected by the prime.

Finally, the experiment tests for allocation decisions. We consider two allocation decisions.

First, subjects play a dictator game against an NGO working on child development in their assigned

state. Subjects had to decide how much they would donate from 100 pesos (about 7 USD at the

time) that would be raffled to 10% of subjects. Second, we ask subjects whether they would

favor a redistributive policy that would benefit their assigned state. We relied on the well-studied

phenomenon of in-group bias4 to assume that the ideal point associated to the regional identity

was to donate more to in-region states than to out-region states, and that this regional bias was

strictly weaker (or possibly reverse) for the ideal point associated to the national identity.

We find evidence in favor of sticky theories in the donation decision—only regionalists have an

in-region bias, and this bias is not affected by the prime. A complementary field experiment we

ran tells a similar story. We placed the donation petition cards for six beneficiary states in over

300 supermarkets across nine donor states, which included all 6 beneficiary states. Although we do

not have a measure of regionalism, we found that there is an in-region bias which is not affected

by the prime.

In the redistribution decision, we find evidence in favor of hybrid theories. Only regionalists

were biased towards their in-region without a prime, but are indistinguishable from nationalists

4We have much experimental evidence that there is a norm to benefit those of a shared group (Akerlof and
Kranton, 2005, 2010; Chen and Li, 2009). Gaertner et al. (1993) was the first to study how priming a group that was
a superset of another diminished in-group bias.
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with a prime. Nationalists, in turn, are not biased towards their region and are not affected by the

prime.

The picture that emerges from these results is that subjects have a baseline, sticky level of

top-of-mindedness of a given identity. At baseline, regionalists think, identify and act according to

the regional identity, while nationalists think, identify and act according to the national identity. A

prime shifts the top-of-mindedness towards the primed identity. A national prime makes regionalists

more likely to think, identify and act according to national norms. Nationalists, on the other hand,

already have the nation on the top of mind. A prime may therefore not have much of an effect

on an already saturated nationalist’s top-of-mind. By focusing on sticky or flickery theories, past

work has largely ignored this interaction between the two.5

In addition to those already mentioned, our paper contributes to several literatures. First, by

focusing on the causal path from prime to behavior, our work provides an explanation for the

difficulty in replicating priming experiments.6 Our reading on these replication results is that

the impact of priming is weaker than initially believed. The impact of primes on behavior may

be weak because of the long causal pathway from one to the other. By including theoretically-

motivated intervening variables, our work allows us to capture the otherwise hard-to-detect impact

of primes. Second, by including a question on redistributive policy preferences, our paper speaks

to the literature on preferences for redistribution. Although a lot of focus has been placed on

the impact of ethnic or religious differences in explaining preferences for distribution (Alesina and

La Ferrara, 2005; Miguel, 2004; Alesina et al., 2017), regional differences are a natural cleavage:

much redistribution is done between sub-national states (Dixit and Londregan, 1998; Ahmad, 2006).

Third, and relatedly, the paper contributes to a literature understanding how regions are defined.

We show that the way individuals define sub-national regions differs from standard definitions.7

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the design of the experiments.

5 Several approaches have been advanced to explain the impact of primes (Bénabou and Tirole, 2011; Benjamin
et al., 2010), but theoretically-minded empirical work is still needed to distinguish the impact of primes from other
confounds (Klein, 2014; Cohn and Maréchal, 2016).

6There is much experimental work that shows that priming social categories can affect behavior (Boschini et al.,
2014; Chang et al., 2015; Reed, 2004; Bertrand et al., 2010, in addition to those in footnote 3) although it has
failed in some contexts and there have been problems with replication of results (Fryer et al., 2008; Open Science
Collaboration, 2015; but see Gilbert et al., 2016).

7 There are multiple classifications of Mexico’s regions (Liverman and Cravey, 1992; Delgadillo Maćıas and
Torres Torres, 2011). That regions exist is not a subject of debate, the question is how to think about them and how
they affect behavior.
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Section 2 provides the theoretical framework through which we define how to test for sticky, flickery

and hybrid theories, and which clarifies the importance of the prime’s uninformativeness in our

approach and in norm-inferring experiments. Section 3 provides summary statistics and discusses

balance. Section 4 describes the empirical specifications, and section 5 presents the empirical results.

Section 6 provides a more in-depth discussion of the literature and the instrumental variables

approach. We discuss how the instrumental variables approach should inform priming experiments,

and we relate our theoretical model to past models on identity. Section 7 concludes.

1 Experimental Design

In this section we describe the design of the field experiments. We relegate some of the more

detailed description to Supplementary Materials A. Supplementary Materials H presents the survey

materials in English and Spanish.

1.1 Framed Field Experiment

College students from ITAM, a private university in Mexico, took part in two short online surveys

between October 13th and December 8th, 2015. Figure 1 summarizes the design of the framed field

experiment. The survey questions can be found in Supplementary Materials H.

Baseline Questions

State X subject has strongest connection to
Region Y subject believes corresponds to state X
Attachment to region Y and to nation

Randomization

Blocked on difference between attachment to region Y and nation.
Assignment to one of four conditions:

1) Randomly chosen state from region Y without a prime
2) Randomly chosen state from region Y with a prime
3) Randomly chosen state outside of region Y without a prime
4) Randomly chosen state outside of region Y with a prime

(Rich or poor state from assigned region chosen equiprobably if possible)

Endline Questions (Two Weeks After Baseline)

Exposition to donation petition according to random assignment
Free word association and NGO name guess
Donation decision
Questions about NGO, state
Redistributive policy preference
Attachment to region Y and to nation

Table 1: Design of the Framed Field Experiment

In the first survey, they selected the state they had the strongest connection to, as well as the
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Figure 2: Sample of Treatment Cards. The cards all displayed three indigenous children, and said
‘Thanks for nourishing the children of [Name of state]’. They varied in the name of the state and
whether the frame and the letters of the state were teal (neutral) or had the colors of the flag. The
second and fourth cards shown here had the colors of the flag.

region that they thought corresponded to that state. In addition, they were asked about their

national and regional attachment (each on a 5-point Likert scale), how they ranked the states by

income levels, and sociodemographic characteristics. This information was used to define subjects’

regions, select rich and poor states within the in-region and out-region, and randomly choose one

state from each of those subsets (details on the randomization are in Supplementary Materials A).

It was also used to identify regionalists (those more attached to their region) and nationalists (those

not more attached to their region).

A second survey was conducted at least two weeks after the first. Subjects who entered the

second survey were assigned to a treatment that was either an in-region or out-region state with or

without a nationalist prime. We blocked on regional identity, and randomized whether they were

assigned a rich or poor state within their region in order to improve balance.

Subjects in the endline survey were exposed to a donation petition towards helping child devel-

opment efforts in their assigned state. An example of these cards can be seen in Figure 2. The cards

feature the name of the NGO, three indigenous children and the caption ‘Thanks for nourishing

the children of [Name of state]’. The card varies on two dimensions: the name of the state, and

whether or not it contains nationalist colors. The nationalist colors, which are the colors of the

flag, replace the teal color of the alternative version in the card’s frame and in the letters of the

name of the state.

The endline survey had four types of questions. The first type of question was meant to get

at whether the prime brought the nation to the top of mind, and whether it was informative. To

get at top-of-mindedness, we asked an open ended word association question. We allowed subjects
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to give five answers. Below we refer to the decision to mention the nation in these answers as

ToMN , and the decision to mention something other as ToMO. To get at informativeness of the

prime, we asked questions regarding the efficiency of the NGO, the political parties ruling the state,

organizations tied to the NGO, the poverty level of the state, and the poverty of the beneficiaries,

as well as about the perceived attractiveness of the card. Below we refer to the answers to these

mostly factual questions as Fact.

The second type of question was meant to test for allocation decisions. We had two variables

to capture this. The first was a dictator game, in which subjects were told that, in case they

won a 100 peso prize, they could allocate any part of the prize to beneficiaries from the donation

petition. About 10% of subjects received the prize, which was raffled among all endline participants.

Below we refer to this allocation decision as AllD. The second question was about redistribution.

We asked how in favor they were of a policy that would tax the nation and whose benefits were

concentrated on the state they were assigned. Below we refer to this allocation decision as AllR.

The third type of question asked about cognition. We wanted a question that got at whether

the prime made subjects think of the state differently with the prime. In order to do so, our main

question is ‘When you think of [Name of state], is it easier for you to think of it as part of a region

or as part of Mexico?’. We asked this question not only of the assigned state, but of the three other

states that would have been assigned to the subject had she been in alternative treatment arms.

Below we will refer to the answer to this question about cognition as CogT . A second question we

asked was whether they thought the state is similar to other states in Mexico. Below we will refer

to the answer to this cognition question as CogS.

The fourth category of question asked the same regional and nationalist attachment questions as

in the baseline. We did not want subjects to answer based on their memory of what they answered

in the baseline, which is part of why the endline survey came two weeks after the baseline. We will

be interested in the difference between the national and regional attachment, a decision which we

refer to as AttR, and how high to report the regional attachment, which we refer to as AttH.

1.2 Natural Field Experiment

We partnered with an NGO to place the same donation petitions from the framed field experiment

in cashiers of 581 supermarkets across 9 states. The donation petitions were cards that had one of
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the six beneficiary states where the NGO was working at the time. The nine states where we put

the cards were the six beneficiary states, plus three other states with large cities. The cards were

sold for 10 pesos (70 US cents at the time) at the cashier checkout.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Cards (left) and Assignment of Cards in States (a line has the donor
state’s color)

The left-hand side of Figure 3 shows the distribution of cards across Mexico, and the right-

hand side shows which beneficiary states were assigned to which donor state. We got as close

as possible to putting at least 20 cards of each type per state, considering that in beneficiary

states we needed at least four type of cards: own state and one other state in a nationalist and

non-nationalist version. We also made sure that if state A had cards of state B, and both were

beneficiary states, state B would have cards of state A. This allows us to balance beneficiary and

donor state characteristics. This meant that all states with only one other-state card had State of

Mexico as its ‘other state’. The assignment of cards and details of the randomization procedure

appear in Supplementary Materials A.

We believe spillovers are not a big concern in our experiment for two reasons. The first is

that different types of cards were placed at different cashier aisles. It is typically difficult to see

the cards in another cashier, particularly the subtle differences between the designs. One may be

worried about customers who visit supermarkets several times during the experiment, who would

be exposed to different cards. Relatedly, the cards might get shuffled across aisles. In order to

minimize these concerns, we focus on the sale of cards for a period of less than a month—when

the card was placed to the end of the month. Furthermore, we clustered the standard errors at the

supermarket level.

In order to ensure compliance, at the end of the experiment, the cards were labeled with the
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supermarket they were picked up from, and returned to the NGO for auditing.

The frequency of the sales data we obtained depended on the chain where the cards were

sold. We obtained daily data from Soriana, weekly data from Casa Ley, and more-often-than-

weekly from Comercial Mexicana. The other three supermarket chains only reported monthly

data, which we ended up excluding from the sample, both because the frequency was too low and

because we encountered other logistical problems.8 We also were not able to place cards in half the

supermarkets in the state of Nuevo León. Our study ended up including cards in 330 supermarkets,

or 660 half-supermarkets. Supplementary Materials A provides a table with the actual distribution

of cards.

2 Theory

In this section we provide a theoretical framework to think through the decisions subjects face in

the experimental design. In section 2.1 we set up the model, apply it to the questions subject

faced in the endline, and define what it means to test for sticky, flickery and hybrid theories of

identity. In section 2.2 we distinguish between the informative and uninformative components

of a message, and formalize the idea that testing between theories of identity, or the alternative

exercise of inferring norms with primes, require an uninformative message that makes the nation

top of mind. In section 2.3 we take a closer look at the questions subjects faced in the endline

of the framed field experiment. For each question, we make assumptions about which answer is

associated to the national and which to the regional identity. We then use these assumptions to

derive the statistics that test for theories of identity for each question. Supplementary Materials B

presents the proofs. A discussion of how the model is related to past models of identity is deferred

to Section 6.3 and Supplementary Materials G.

2.1 Setup

A subject is exposed to a donation petition with a beneficiary from a state in her in-region or out-

region, ` ∈ {in, out}. The donation petition may include the national colors. After the petition,

8Chedraui’s reported amounts did not match the price of the cards, possibly reflecting a change in their accounting
during our experiment. Tiendas Garcés and Almacenes Zaragoza reported no sales during the period, for reasons
which are unclear.
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she makes a decision a ∈ A.

We will define the decision in different ways, to match the questions in the endline of the framed

field experiment. The decision D ∈ D = {AllD,AllR,CogT,CogS,AttH,AttR, ToMN, ToMO,F}

with choice set A may be

• An allocation decision: how much to donate to the beneficiary state (D = AllD), or how

much the benefits of a redistributive policy should be concentrated on a beneficiary state

(D = AllR). A higher choice in the set A = [0, 1] is a higher donation or level of support.

• A report of cognition: whether to report that it is easier to think of the state as part of

the region than as part of the nation (D = CogT ), or whether to report the state is distinct

from other states in Mexico (D = CogS). A choice a = 1 in the set A = {0, 1} is affirmative,

while a = 0 is negative.

• A report of attachment: how high to report the attachment to the region on a 0 to 1 scale

(D = AttH), or whether to report a relatively strong attachment to the region, a = 1, a

relatively strong attachment to the nation, a = 0, and equal attachment, a = 0.5, or some

intermediate value (D = AttR). The choice set is A = [0, 1].

• A report of top-of-mindedness: whether to report that the nation comes to mind (D =

ToMN), or whether to report something other comes to mind (D = ToMO). The value

a = 1 in the choice set A ∈ {0, 1} indicates that the nation or something other, respectively,

comes to mind.

• A report of factual statements: answers to factual questions about the NGO or the state

(D = Fact). The answer a = 1 is the right question in the choice set A ∈ {0, 1}.

Each decision has ideal points θR` (D) and θN` (D) that are linked to the regionalist (R) and

nationalist (N) identities. We will often omit the arguments of θR` and θN` for simplicity. The

interpretation of these ideal points depends on the decision: the ideal points may be the norms

of behavior in the allocation decisions, or may capture the cognitive ease of thinking about states

in a certain way, or may capture the appropriate level of attachment to the region or the nation.

We model the ideal points of R and N as random variables that induce a probability distribution

on A. The distributions capture the uncertainty that may surround the ideal point for a given
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decision. The convention across all decisions is that E(θR` ) ≥ E(θN` ): on average, the regional

identity is associated with higher values. I will often refer to the expectation of the ideal point as

the ideal point itself, as it will not lead to ambiguity. For decisions that do not have ideal points

associated to identity, such as reports of factual statements, the ideal points will be the same for

both identities (θR` = θN` ). We elaborate on the interpretation of ideal points in section 2.3.

For all our decisions, the support of θRin and θNin take more than one value—it is not necessarily

the case that θRin is equal to one and θNin is equal to zero, even though higher values are generally

more associated with the regional identity. This captures that there may be uncertainty, differences

in opinion, or complicated considerations regarding which choice is consistent with an identity in

a specific situation. For example, despite an in-region bias, it may be consistent with the regional

identity to give a lot to an out-region state if it is particularly poor. The probabilities being between

zero or one also capture that norms are not immutable. Subjects may update on what the regional

norm is, which would update the distribution of θR` .

The utility function is given by:

−ρE((a− θR` )2 | Information)− (1− ρ)E((a− θN` )2 | Information)

where ρ is the weight given to regional identity in that decision, and Information is the information

the subject has when making a decision.

The weight on regional identity ρ(s, d) depends on both salience s ∈ [0, 1] and deep identity

d ∈ {N,R}. Salience is a feature of the environment that trigger thoughts related to the region

or the nation. We assume that as s grows, the regional identity is relatively more salient and

the national identity relatively less salient (∂ρ/∂s ≥ 0). Deep identity is a feature of the subject:

subjects who have stronger baseline regional identities are more predisposed to put weight on that

identity. We assume that for d = R, the regional identity is stronger and the national identity less

strong (ρ(·, R)− ρ(·, N) ≥ 0).

Our main empirical task boils down to testing whether salience, deep identity, or their inter-

action strictly increase the weight on regional identity. If the evidence shows salience s affects ρ,

or ∂ρ/∂s > 0, it implies that identity flickers: identity is modified by environmental cues. If the

evidence shows that deep identity affects ρ, or ρ(·, R)− ρ(·, N) > 0, it implies that identity sticks:
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the baseline level of identity is predictive of decisions. Notice that it may be that either one holds,

both hold or neither hold for any of the decisions that we will test. Moreover, the evidence may

favor a hybrid theory: regionalists may react differently to a change in salience than nationalists.

To vary salience, our experimental design varies the donation petition. The colors of the flag on

the donation petition is conceptualized as a message m′. The donation petition may come without

the colors of the flag, which we conceptualize as an alternative message, m.

We are interested in deriving conditions for testing flickery theories of identity by comparing

messages m′ and m.

Let a∗ : {m′,m}×{N,R}× `×D → A be the optimal decision for a given message, the identity

of the subject and the region of the beneficiary state. The impact of changing to message m′ from

m is given by:

∆D(m′,m) ≡ Ed,`a
∗(m′, d, `)−Ed,`a

∗(m, d, `)

Similarly, the impact of changing to message m′ from m for regionalists is given by:

∆D(m′,m | R) ≡ E`a
∗(m′, R, `)−E`a

∗(m,R, `)

We analogously define the impact of changing to R from N , ∆D(R,N), the impact of changing

from out to in for regionalists, ∆D(in, out | R), and the impact of changing from out to in among

regionalists with a prime, ∆D(in, out | R,m′). Furthermore, ∆D(in, out | N), ∆D(in, out | m′),

∆D(in, out | m), ∆D(m′,m | N), ∆D(in, out | R,m), ∆D(in, out | N,m′) and ∆D(in, out | N,m)

are also defined analogously. The obvious definitions also hold for a difference in impacts ∆D−∆̂D,

and for a difference in difference in impacts ∆D − ∆̂D − (∆′D − ∆̂′D).

We can now define what it means to test for sticky, flickery, and hybrid theories of identity.

Definition 1. We test for flickery theories of identity when there is an impact, a difference in

impacts or a difference in difference in impacts such that it is negative if and only if ∂E(ρ)/∂s > 0.

We test for sticky theories of identity when there is an impact, a difference in impacts or

a difference in difference in impacts that is negative if and only if E(ρ(·, R))−E(ρ(·, N)) > 0.

We test for a hybrid theory of identity when there is an impact, a difference in impacts, or

a difference in difference in impacts that is negative if and only if ∂E(ρ(·, R))/∂s−∂E(ρ(·, N))/∂s >
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0.

The expectation of ρ in these tests are taken over s, d, the messages {m,m′} or some combi-

nation the three.

Although a hybrid theory may take several forms, in light of the empirical results below we

focus on a specific hybrid theory: subjects have a baseline level of regional and national top-of-

mindedness, which can be affected by a prime. A national prime shifts regionalists from having the

region top of mind to having the nation top of mind. The prime does not shift nationalists’ top-

of-mind, since they already have the nation top-of-mind. Instead of the hybrid theory just stated,

and implied in Definition 1, we could have instead defined a hybrid theory as any theory in which

regionalists react differently to a change in salience. We then would have said that we test for a

hybrid theory of identity when two impacts were different (∆D− ∆̂D 6= 0) if and only if regionalists

reacted differently than nationalists to a change in salience (∂ρ(·, R)/∂s− ∂ρ(·, N)/∂s 6= 0).

Testing for theories of identity requires a first stage in which the nation is brought top of mind,

and also requires that the message not bring to mind elements distinct from the nation. The latter

condition is not included in our theoretical framework for simplicity. This condition holds only if

the report of something other than the nation is the same among those who observe the prime and

those who do not. We capture these desiderata explicitly in the following definition.

Definition 2. We say that message m′ only brings the nation to the top of mind if and only

if ∆ToMN (m′,m) > 0 for reporting that the nation comes to mind, and ∆ToMO(m′,m) = 0 for

reporting that something other than the nation comes to mind.

2.2 Informative And Uninformative Components Of The Treatment

Here we argue that to test for flickery and hybrid theories of identity, the message m′ with the

colors of the flag must be uninformative.

The message m′ = (mu,m
R
i ,m

N
i ) with the colors of the flag has three components. An unin-

formative component mu ≥ 0, or the prime, makes the nation more salient: ds/dmu < 0. This

component captures the instrument for varying top-of-mindedness, and testing flickery or hybrid

theories of identity. For the alternative message m, we standardize the values to zero, m = (0, 0, 0).

The message m′ has two informative components that may drive behavior, a regional and a
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national component, which will turn out to be confounds for the flickery and hybrid theories of

identity. The regional component of the message is informative about the regional ideal point

(∂E(θR` | m′)/∂mR
i 6= 0), and the national component of the message is informative about the

national ideal point (∂E(θN` | m′)/∂mN
i 6= 0). For example, the colors of the flag on the donation

petition may change subjects’ beliefs about how important it is for someone’s national identity to

contribute a large amount. A subject may reason as follows: ‘The NGO included the colors of the

flag because they know that contributing is very important to those who are very attached to their

region, more important than I thought.’ This type of reasoning is modeled as a positive national

component of the message, or mN
i > 0.

Alternatively, the colors of the flag may provide information that affect the regional and national

ideal point in the same direction. For example, a subject may reason: ‘The NGO included the

colors of the flag to bring attention to the beneficiary state, because the NGO knows the state is

particularly poor and it needs consumers from all over Mexico to contribute.’ As we’ve argued

above, increased need plausibly increases the ideal point for both regional and national identities,

so mN
i > 0 and mR

i > 0 independently of the location of the state.

Messages may affect behavior through an altogether different mechanism, which is not explicitly

considered in our model. Sticky theories of identity often endogenize deep identity: from among

the social categories a subject belongs to (such as her nation and her region), she identifies with

the ones that maximizes self-esteem (Swann and Bosson, 2010; Shayo, 2009). A message may

then provide information about which social category maximizes self-esteem. Although it seems

implausible with our prime, an example would be a subject who, after seeing the colors of the flag,

reasoned: ‘The NGO included the colors of the flag because it knows that subjects value the nation

much more than I thought.’ We could model this channel within our framework by allowing d to

also vary with the informative components of the message, or d(mR
i ,m

N
i ). In our example, d = R

if and only if mR
i is large enough.

The framed field experiment includes a battery of questions to get at several possible informative

channels through which message m′ may have affected decisions. The questions and the informative

channel they are testing for are discussed further in Supplementary Materials C.

Messages may have informative and uninformative components. There are many plausible

channels through which informative messages may affect decisions, which affects a researcher’s
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ability to test for flickery and hybrid theories of identity, and as a consequence, distinguish them

from sticky theories. On the other hand, with an uninformative message that makes the nation

salient, and with a baseline measurement of deep identity, we can distinguish between sticky and

flickery theories.

Proposition 1. An impact, a difference in impacts, or a difference in difference in impacts tests for

either flickery or hybrid theories of identity for any ∂E(θR` | m′)/∂mR
i and ∂E(θN` | m′)/∂mN

i only

if the message m′ makes the nation salient (mu > 0) and the message is uninformative (mR
i = 0

and mN
i = 0).

Proposition 1 formalizes the argument that if we would like to test for flickery or hybrid theories

but are uncertain about the possible impact of an informative channel, then we need to make sure

that the message m′ we send is uninformative.

An altogether different type of empirical exercise is to infer, from observed behavior, something

about the norms E(θR` ) and E(θN` ) This type of exercise has gained traction in the literature (e.g

Benjamin et al., 2010, 2016; Cohn et al., 2014, 2015), and our model can shed light on the identifying

assumptions. Suppose there is uncertainty over the expected ideal points E(θR` ) and E(θN` ).9 We

then say that impact ∆D infers the norm when ∆D < 0 ⇔ EE(θR` ) < EE(θN` ). The outer

expectation averages over ` and the possible values of E(θR` ) and E(θN` ), respectively.10

Proposition 2. Suppose that there is uncertainty over E(θR` ) and E(θN` ) for ` ∈ {in, out} such

that P (E(θN` ) > E(θR` )) ∈ (0, 1) and P (E(θN` ) < E(θR` )) ∈ (0, 1). Then ∆(m′,m) infers the norm

if and only if the message m′ makes the nation salient (mu > 0) and is not informative (mR
i = 0

and mN
i = 0).

Despite the differences in the empirical exercises, testing for theories and inferring norms place

the same requirements on the message m′. If the message is informative, the values of E(θR` ) and

E(θN` ) may change. This may drive a change in behavior because the perceived ideal point changes,

9Notice that we are interested in inferring the norms E(θR` ) and E(θN` ) unconditional on any message. Recall
that we have modeled the ideal points θR` and θN` as random variables in part because they may capture aspects of a
decision problem beyond the norms associated to a specific identity. For example, in an allocation decision they may
capture in-group bias, but also a bias towards giving to the needy. A concern for the needy is not exclusive to any
specific identity, so a message that updates beliefs over need muddies the interpretation of an identity-specific norm.

10We could have instead defined inferring the norm per region, or considered differences in impacts, but this is not
necessary for our purpose.
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and not because subjects are nudged towards some identity’s ideal point. In section 6.1 we review

the literature on norm-inferring experiments.

2.3 Interpretation of ideal points per decision

In this section we spell out what the regional and national ideal points are for each decision, and

derive tests for the different theories of identity. These ideal points can be classified into three:

those which vary with identity and the region, those which only vary with identity, and those which

do not vary with identity.

Ideal points which vary with identity and the region. Two of the questions the subjects face are

allocation decisions (D ∈ {AllD,AllR}): the contribution decision and the question on redistribu-

tive preferences. We interpret the ideal point θR` and θN` in these allocation decisions as norms

associated to each identity. To define these norms, we posit that subjects have an in-group bias,

a norm to benefit those of the same group.

We capture this assumptions as follows:

Assumption 1. When the decision is an allocation decision (D ∈ {AllD,AllR}), E(θRin) > E(θRout)

and E(θRin)−E(θRout) > E(θNin)−E(θNout)

Assumption E(θRin) > E(θRout) indicates that the regional norm is to give more to states in the

in-region, a ‘regional bias’. Assumption E(θRin) − E(θRout) > E(θNin) − E(θNout) indicates that the

regional bias in the regional norm is higher than the regional bias in the national norm. Note this

assumption is relatively weak: it allows for the national norm to have a bias towards or against

the in-region, as long as there is not a large enough regional bias. Note that it is not a priori

obvious what the national norm should be. Although all states are part of the in-group for the

national norm, out-region states may be poorer than in-region states, which would bias against the

in-region.

Ideal points which only vary with identity. We posit that reports of cognition and attachment

(D ∈ {CogT,CogS,AttH,AttR}) in the framed field experiment have different ideal points for the

national and regional identity, but those ideal points do not vary with the region. When subjects

report cognition, we interpret the ideal points as those which capture the cognitive ease of thinking

of a state in a certain way. It is easier to think of any state as part of some region when thinking
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of the state through a regional identity, and to think of it in terms of Mexico when thinking of the

state through a national identity. Similarly, any state seems relatively more distinct from others in

the country when thinking of it in terms of a regional identity.

When subjects report attachment, we interpret the ideal points as answers that capture how

regionalists and nationalists identify. An attachment to the nation is higher for the national ideal

point, and the attachment to the region is higher for the regional ideal point. Similarly, being

relatively more attached to the nation than to the region is higher for the national ideal point, and

vice versa for the regional ideal point.

Assumption 2. With a report of cognition or of attachment (D ∈ {CogT,CogS,AttH,AttR}),

E(θRl ) > E(θNl ) for ` ∈ {in, out}.

Ideal points which do not vary with identity. We interpret the ideal points in reports of factual

statements (D = Fact) as the correct answer. Factual questions about the NGO or beneficiary

state characteristics are not influenced by national and regional ideal points. Indeed, it is the

assumption that they are independent of the ideal points that will allow us to provide a test of the

exclusion restriction.

Assumption 3. When the decision is a report of factual statements (D = Fact), E(θRl ) = E(θNl )

for ` ∈ {in, out}.

With these assumptions, we can determine the tests of sticky, flickery and hybrid theories in

our experimental design.

Proposition 3. Suppose the message m′ is not informative and only brings the nation to the top

of mind, and that Assumption 1, 2, and 3 hold.

1. Impact ∆D(m′,m) is equal to 0 for a report of factual statements, and for reporting something

other than the nation comes to mind (D ∈ {Fact, ToMO}). Impact ∆ToMN (m′,m) is strictly

positive for reporting that the nation comes to mind.

2. Impact ∆D(R,N) tests for sticky theories of identity when the decision is to report attachment

or cognition (D ∈ {CogT,CogS,AttH,AttR}).

3. Impact ∆D(m′,m) tests for flickery theories of identity when the decision is to report cognition

or attachment (D ∈ {CogT,CogS,AttH,AttR}).
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4. The difference in impacts ∆D(m′,m | N)−∆D(m′,m | R) test for hybrid theories of identity

when the decision is to report cognition or attachment (D ∈ {CogT,CogS,AttH,AttR}).

5. The difference ∆D(in, out | N)−∆D(in, out | R) tests for sticky theories of identity when the

subject is making allocation decisions (D ∈ {AllD,AllR}).

6. The difference in impacts ∆D(in, out | m′) − ∆D(in, out | m) tests for flickery theories of

identity when the subject is making allocation decisions (D ∈ {AllD,AllR}).

7. The difference in the difference in impacts ∆D(in, out | N,m)−∆D(in, out | N,m′)− [∆D(in, out |

R,m) − ∆D(in, out | R,m′)] tests for hybrid theories when the subject is making allocation

decisions (D ∈ {AllD,AllR}).

With Proposition 3 in hand, we can use our framed field experiment to test for different theories

of identity. Before moving on to the results of the experiments, we describe the data and our

empirical specification.

3 Data

In this section we describe the summary statistics and the balance tables of the experiments. A

more detailed description of the balance tables can be found in Supplementary Materials D.

3.1 Framed Field Experiment

There were 955 subjects who participated in the baseline survey, and 587 who participated in the

endline. Because we randomized at the endline, we’re not concerned about attrition between the

baseline and the endline.

We begin with some summary statistics of our subjects in Table 2. About 60% of them are male,

82% of them are between 17 and 22, and 37% of them self-reported as white. There is variation in

the level of trust and contribution to UKA (as measured by those who answered the two highest

values on a 5-point Likert scale): 45% of subjects trust UKA and 51% contributes to them. About

half of subjects self-reported that they are in the top 3 deciles of income. Note that almost half of

the sample chose Mexico City as the state they are most attached to. The second closest state is

the State of Mexico, which shares a border with Mexico City and 8% of the subjects come from
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there. The third closest city is Nuevo León, a relatively rich state from the north, which only has

4% of students. More than half of those who responded the baseline did so after the first email

invitation, and 22% more did so after the second email.

Mean S.D. N

Male 0.59 0.49 580
Age 17 To 18 0.13 0.34 580
Age 19 To 20 0.37 0.48 580
Age 21 To 22 0.32 0.47 580
White 0.37 0.48 580
Trusts The NGO 0.45 0.50 580
Contributes To The NGO 0.51 0.50 580
Self-Reported Tenth Income Decile 0.16 0.37 580
Self-Reported Ninth Income Decile 0.13 0.34 580
Self-Reported Eighth Income Decile 0.23 0.42 580
Self-Reported Seventh Income Decile 0.27 0.44 580
Self-Reported Sixth Income Decile 0.13 0.33 580
From Mexico City 0.49 0.50 580
From State of Mexico 0.09 0.28 580
From Nuevo León 0.04 0.20 580
Responded After First Round of Emails 0.56 0.50 580
Responded After Second Round of Emails 0.22 0.42 580

Table 2: Summary Statistics of Selected Covariates for All Subjects Exposed to a Card in the
Framed Field Experiment

Next, we turn to some summary statistics of the dependent and independent variables in Table

3. On average, subjects gave 63 of their 100 pesos to the NGO beneficiaries (52% gave their full

endowment). Regionalists—those who are more attached to their region than to the nation on a

Likert scale, are 15% of subjects.11 Note that both the prime and the region treatments were evenly

distributed. We blocked on the beneficiary state’s poverty, although as discussed in Supplementary

Materials A, not all subjects’ in-regions and out-regions had states they considered poor. We

therefore make a distinction between the ‘poor’ states, the ten states the subjects consider the

poorest, and the ‘relatively poor’ states, which are states that are relatively poorer in the subjects’

region. As we’d expect, the ‘poor’ states are not perfectly balanced, since in-regions were smaller

than out-regions, but the ‘relatively poor’ are. On average, subjects chose 4 states when asked to

choose the states that were part of their region. There are 42% of subjects who find it easier to

think of their assigned state as part of a region rather than part of the nation. There are 31% of

subjects who think their assigned state is ‘pretty’ similar or ‘very’ similar to other states in the

nation. These two variables are our measures of cognition. There are 24% of subjects who were at

11There were 50% who are more attached to the nation than their region. Supplementary Materials E shows the
joint distribution of reported attachment to the region and the nation.
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least somewhat in favor of a redistributive policy that mostly favored the state they were assigned.

Mean S.D. N

Donation Out Of 100 Pesos 63.59 41.15 571
Regionalist (More Attached To Region Than To Nation) 0.15 0.36 580
Nationalist (More Attached To Nation Than To Region) 0.50 0.50 580
Donation Petition Contained A Prime 0.51 0.50 580
Was Asked To Donate To An In-Region State 0.49 0.50 580
Was Asked To Donate To A Poor State 0.40 0.49 580
Was Asked To Donate To A Relatively Poor State In The Region 0.50 0.50 508
Number Of States in Self-Defined In-Region 4.07 2.35 580
Thinks Of Assigned State As Part Of A Region 0.42 0.49 571
Thinks Of Assigned State Like Others In Nation 0.31 0.46 571
Concentrated Redistributive Policy 0.24 0.43 556
Regionalist In Endline Survey 0.18 0.39 555
Nationalist In Endline Survey 0.39 0.49 555

Table 3: Summary Statistics of Dependent and Independent Variables in the Framed Field Exper-
iment

Supplementary Materials D shows the results for the balance tests. In general, we found good

balance on the prime and the region of the state. We even found good balance comparing regionalists

and nationalists, which we did not assign randomly. Regionalists do define regions as having one

extra state as nationalists, which raises the concern that perhaps regionalists are more attached

to their region because they simply define their region differently. We will address this concern by

testing for regional bias in different ways.

3.2 Natural Field Experiment

Table 4 below shows summary statistics with the supermarket as a unit of analysis. The exper-

imental data we analyze includes 330 supermarkets. Supermarket size varies between 3 and 35

cashiers, with a mean of 15. Notice that the sales in August, two months before the experiment,

range from 0 to 3,504.7. Supermarkets with no sales in August usually indicate that the cards had

not been introduced yet. The length of time a card was exposed was three weeks, with a standard

deviation of a week. Length of exposure went from 3 to 31 days in our sample. Supermarkets

that had exposure of less than a week are less than 0.3% of the sample. The last two variables

present summary statistics from the income and human development index of the municipalities in

which the supermarkets were located. These variables show that the supermarkets are located in

relatively rich municipalities. For instance, the mean human development index in our sample is

.79, which is in the 96th percentile in the country.
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Mean S. D. Min Max N

Cashiers per supermarket 14.99 6.55 3 35 660
Sales August 2012 478.57 506.77 0 3504.70 626
Days Cards Were Exposed in Supermarket 21.62 7.59 1 31 660
Municipal Income per capita 2010 19842.35 7389.78 3564.06 45012.62 660
Municipal Human Development Index 2010 0.79 0.06 0.57 0.92 660

Table 4: Summary Statistics of Covariates in the Natural Field Experiment

4 Empirical Specification

In this section we present the empirical specification for the experiments.

4.1 Framed Field Experiment

The empirical specification we will use in the framed field experiment is the following:

Yi,s = β0 + βTreatmenti,s + γPoori,s + νs + εi

The dependent variables are labeled Yi,s, with i the subject, and s the ‘donor state’, or the state

the subject reports having the strongest attachment to. The vector of treatment variables is

Treatmenti,s. We kept the control variables to a minimum for simplicity of the analysis, and for

similarity of the specification to the natural field experiment. We included a measure of poverty of

the beneficiary state, which we consider the most obvious confound for contribution decisions. The

variable Poor is an indicator equal to 1 if the subject considers the beneficiary state to be among

the 10 poorest in the nation. We also included donor state fixed effects, since in-regions naturally

will vary with the donor state. We use robust standard errors.

The ideal experiment would randomize not only the beneficiary state, but the characteristics

of the beneficiary state. For example, it may vary the population or economic conditions of the

in-region state a subject was assigned to. Obviously, we are not able to randomize the population

or economic conditions of a state. This departure from the ideal experiment is a concern whenever

we study natural groups as opposed to groups created artificially (such as in the lab), although we

we gain in external validity. The design tries to lessen this departure from the ideal experiment

through fixed effects, by looking at donations to and from many different regions, and by balancing

the wealth of assigned in-region and out-region states.
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4.2 Natural Field Experiment

The empirical specification in the natural field experiment is similar to the one in the framed field

experiment. We used the following specification:

Cardsi,g,s = β0 + βTreatmenti,g,s + γBeneficiaryPovs + νs + εg

The dependent variable Cardsi,g,s is the sales of cards per day per cashier, where g is the super-

market, i is the half-supermarket, and s is the donor state, or the state where the card was placed.

The vector of treatment variables is Treatmenti,g,s. The variable BeneficiaryPovs is the number

of poor in the beneficiary state. Again, we included donor state fixed effects. To be conservative

with respect to spillover effects, we clustered standard errors at the supermarket level.

5 Results

In this section we present the main results. First, we will show that the prime only brings the

nation to the top of mind, and is uninformative. This establishes that the first stage of the flickery

theories of identity worked, and suggests that the exclusion restriction was satisfied. Second, we

will show some evidence that the impact of the prime on reports of cognition is consistent with

the hybrid theory, and some evidence that it is consistent with the sticky theories. Third, we will

show similar results for reports of attachment. Fourth, we show that the contribution decisions are

consistent with sticky theories. We first show that a subject’s region is predictive of contributions

in the framed and natural field experiments, and in particular for regionalists. Then we show that

the prime is not predictive of decisions, neither by itself nor in interaction with the in-region or

with regionalists. Fifth, we show that the policy redistribution question is consistent with hybrid

theories. Supplementary Materials E presents a glossary of the variables used in the tables below.

5.1 Prime Only Brings Nation to Top of Mind, Uninformative

To test whether the prime brings only the nation to mind (per Proposition 3.1 regarding decisions

ToMN and ToMO), we asked subjects to give five words that came to mind after seeing the card

they were assigned. We sorted their answers into several categories. We then regressed the prime
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on these categories. The only statistically significant result was the mention of Mexico. Table 19

in Supplementary Materials F shows the results.

Next, we wanted to test whether the prime was uninformative (per Proposition 3.1 regarding

decision Fact). We asked subjects a battery of questions related to the state and the NGO which

subjects could plausibly update on given the prime. We then regressed the prime on these questions.

The coefficient is insignificant in 28 out of 30 regressions, as would be expected if subjects were

answering randomly. Table 20 in Supplementary Materials F shows the results.

5.2 Reports of Cognition Consistent With Hybrid and Sticky Theories

In order to test whether reports of cognition were affected by the prime, we asked subjects ‘Is it

easier for you to think of the state as part of the region or as part of the nation?’. Figure 4 shows

the results, estimated from a difference-in-difference regression specification presented in Table 21

in Supplementary Materials F, and which tests the hybrid theory of identity as per Proposition

3.4 regarding decision CogT . Note that without the prime, regionalists find it easier to think of

the state as part of the region, while nationalists find it easier to think of it as part of the nation.

Indeed, without a prime regionalists think of states more as part of regions than nationalists (the

effect sizes from the regression are significantly different at the 5% level). Although the prime does

not affect nationalists, it makes regionalists answer like nationalists: with the prime, we cannot

statistically distinguish between how regionalists and nationalists think about states. This pattern

is consistent with the hybrid theory of identity. Perhaps nationalists are not affected by the prime

because their cognition is already ‘saturated’ with thinking about states in terms of the nation.

As we show in Supplementary Materials F, we get similar results if we include answers to how

subjects think about 3 other states from different regions and levels of income. However, we get

insignificant results when we run similar tests with the CogS decision, in which we asked subjects

how much they believed the state they were assigned was like the other states in the country. As

we’ve argued, however, CogT is our preferred measure of cognition.

We find suggestive evidence in favor of sticky theories, as per the test of Proposition 3.2 regarding

decision CogS. Table 21 in Supplementary Materials F shows that regionalists believe states are

on average less like other states in the country than do nationalists (the coefficient is statistically

significant at the 10% level when considering the four states subjects were asked about). We find
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Figure 4: Prime Changes How Regionalists Think of States. Results of an OLS regression with
donor-state fixed effects and robust standard errors.

results in the expected direction, but insignificant, for decision CogT .

Testing the overall impact of the prime tests for flickery theories of identity as as per Proposition

3.3 regarding decisions CogS and CogT . In results not shown, we find an insignificant impact across

specifications.

5.3 Report of Attachment Consistent with Hybrid and Sticky Theories

Here we show that reported attachment to the region and the nation is persistent, as per the sticky

theories. Yet we also find evidence that relative attachment is flickery for regionalists, as per the

hybrid theory.

In Table 5 we show that baseline measures explain endline regional and national attachment,

and whether subjects are classified as regionalists. In contrast, the prime does not explain any of

the endline outcomes. This persistence of attachment is consistent with sticky theories of identity,

as per Proposition 3.2 regarding decision AttH. The insignificance of the prime is inconsistent with

flickery theories, as per Proposition 3.3 regarding decision AttH.

We find evidence in favor of the hybrid theory of identity when we consider how the prime

affects the regional attachment relative to the national attachment. Figure 5 is estimated from a

difference-in difference regression specification presented in Table 22 of Supplementary Materials
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High High High High
Endline Endline Endline Endline
Regional Regional National National Endline Endline

Attachment Attachment Attachment Attachment Regionalist Regionalist
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Prime 0.0183 0.0186 0.0110 0.0240 -0.00773 0.00133
(0.0419) (0.0371) (0.0381) (0.0290) (0.0337) (0.0298)

High Baseline Regional Attachment 0.459∗∗∗

(0.0384)

High Baseline National Attachment 0.636∗∗∗

(0.0413)

Baseline Regionalist 0.481∗∗∗

(0.0571)

Dep Variable Mean 0.638 0.638 0.755 0.755 0.182 0.182
Observations 555 555 555 555 555 555
R2 0.070 0.280 0.046 0.439 0.066 0.253
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Results of a OLS regression with donor-state fixed effects and robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < .01..

Table 5: Baseline Attachment and Identity Predicts Two-Week-Later Endline, Prime Has No Im-
pact

F, and which tests the hybrid theory of identity as per Proposition 3.4 regarding decision AttR.

The Figure shows that the relative attachment of regionalists diminishes with the prime, but not of

nationalists. The prime affects the relative attachment of regionalists (the effect size estimated from

the regression increases with the prime for regionalists in .4, a difference statistically significant at

the 5% level). Nationalists are not affected, again perhaps due to a saturation effect as suggested in

the cognition results. The difference in difference-has-a coefficient of .5, p < .05, in support of the

hybrid model. These results mirror those of cognition. The test of the hybrid theory is insignificant

for the endline attachment to the region (decision AttH).

5.4 Contribution Decision Consistent With Sticky Theories

In this section we present evidence that subjects, and particularly regionalists, are biased towards

their region in their allocation decisions.

As a preliminary matter, we need a standard definition of a region. A standard definition

addresses two important issues. First, we would like a definition that is comparable across experi-

ments. Second, it addresses a possible endogeneity problem in the choice of regions. If we only use

the subject’s own definition of a region in the framed field experiment, a different allocation between

regionalists and nationalists may simply be due to a different understanding of what a region is.
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Figure 5: Prime Affects Relative Attachment For Regionalists. Results from an OLS regression
with robust standard errors and donor-state fixed effects.

This concern is highlighted by the fact that regionalists choose larger in-regions than nationalists

when choosing their region (the difference is one state on average) as discussed in Section 3.1. Note

that our common definition of region will differ from our assignment of in-region and out-region

states. This is not a large issue for inference since states were assigned randomly once a region was

determined. However, the reader should keep in mind that the relative wealth of the state was used

to exclude some states (as discussed in section 4, and in more detail in Supplementary Materials

A).

Table 6 presents results from the following regression:

SameRegioni,s = β0 + βIndV ari,s + γControlsi,s + νs + εi

where SameRegioni,s is a variable equal to one if the subject i chose state s as part of her re-

gion. The regression includes a vector of independent variables IndV ari,s, and a vector of controls

Controlsi,s. The regression has donor state fixed effects, and standard errors clustered at the

subject level.

Table 6 shows that a simple measure of contiguity is highly predictive of a subject’s own region.

The independent variables are indicator variables for the minimum number of contiguous states
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between state s and the state subject i identifies with the most. We will refer to the set of states

for whom the minimum number is x as ‘states that are x states away’. The control variables are

other ways of defining regions found in the literature (Delgadillo Maćıas and Torres Torres, 2011)

and in terms of their geographical location. The significance and size of the effects remain largely

unchanged, with or without controls. We will focus on states that are at most two states away, as

those are the largest set of in-states that remain highly significant after controlling for other ways

of defining regions.

Same Region Same Region

Own State 0.773∗∗∗ 0.552∗∗∗

(0.0169) (0.0564)

One State Away 0.561∗∗∗ 0.446∗∗∗

(0.0630) (0.0511)

Two States Away 0.153∗∗∗ 0.0896∗∗∗

(0.0394) (0.0143)

Three States Away 0.0156∗∗∗ -0.00152
(0.00238) (0.00906)

Dep Variable Mean 0.124 0.124
Observations 24800 24800
R2 0.402 0.444
Controls No Yes

There is one observation for each subject and each state.
OLS regression with standard errors clustered at the sub-
ject level (in parentheses) and donor-state fixed effects. ∗
p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < .01. The second column con-
trols for ways of dividing Mexico into regions used in Unger
(2005); Unikel et al. (1976); Bassols Batalla (1999). Fur-
ther controls include whether the state is on the Northern
Border, Southern Border, next to thee Atlantic, next to the
Pacific, landlocked, the state’s latitude and longitude, and
the as-the-crow-flies distance from the subject’s state.

Table 6: A State’s Region Is Determined By Other States’ Contiguity

Table 7 shows evidence in favor of sticky theories, which we tested for based on Proposition 3.5

regarding decision AllD. Regionalists give more to their region, while nationalists are, if anything,

biased against their region. The first column reports results for the region as defined by the subjects

themselves. The interaction term is insignificant. However, the next two columns provide evidence

of regionalists’ regional bias, by defining regions in terms of contiguity to the subject’s state (as in

Table 6). The interaction effects are stronger here, and significant for the last column. In Table 23

in Supplementary Materials F we disaggregate the results of the last column of Table 7, and show

that the interaction term is positive and significant at one and two states away (at the 10% and

5% level, respectively).

Table 8 presents results from the natural field experiment. We do not have a measure of regional
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Donation Donation Donation
(1) (2) (3)

Baseline Regionalist -7.774 -11.63∗ -22.40∗∗∗

(7.135) (6.810) (7.506)

Region (defined below) -6.811∗ -7.004∗ -10.87∗∗∗

(3.983) (4.056) (4.037)

Region * Regionalist 2.905 12.85 27.71∗∗∗

(10.55) (10.63) (10.51)

Poor 3.875 4.291 5.235
(3.788) (3.766) (3.668)

Dep Variable Mean 63.59 63.59 63.59
Observations 571 571 571
R2 0.054 0.055 0.067
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes
Type of Region In- At Most At Most

Region 1 State 2 States
Away Away

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-
state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < .01.

Table 7: Regionalists Give More to States In Their Region

identity, so we are only able to test for regional bias. We find supportive evidence. The columns

show the impact of the beneficiary state being at most one and two states away from the donor

state. The coefficients are positive, and significant when the beneficiary state is at most two states

away. Since some states in the sample have beneficiary states that are least two states away, the

second column provides the tightest definition of a region that gives all donor states an in-region

and an out-region.

Daily Daily
Cards Cards

per Aisle per Aisle

At Most One State Away 0.0271
(0.0234)

At Most Two States Away 0.0773∗∗

(0.0348)

Beneficiary state poor -0.00385 -0.00673
(0.00525) (0.00471)

Dep Variable Mean 0.205 0.205
Observations 660 660
R2 0.052 0.057
Donor-state FE Yes Yes

The unit of analysis is a half supermarket. OLS regression
with standard errors reported in parentheses clustered at the
supermarket level, and donor-state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗
p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗ p < .01

Table 8: Evidence for Regional Bias in Natural Field Experiment
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5.5 Contribution Decision Not Supportive of Flickery or Hybrid Theories

We do not find evidence consistent with flickery or hybrid theories in the contribution decisions,

which we tested for based on Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 regarding decision AllD. The prime does

not have an impact on contribution decisions in the framed and natural field experiments. Results

are presented in Supplementary Materials F. Table 24 shows that in the framed field experiment,

primes do not affect overall contributions, nor contributions towards the in-region as defined in

any of the ways we have considered. Tables 25 and 26 show the same results limiting the sample

to regionalists and nationalists, respectively. In results not shown, the triple interaction is also

insignificant, a test of the hybrid theory as per Proposition 3.7. Table 27 shows the same results

disaggregating the region, for the full sample, for regionalists and for nationalists. Tables 28 and

29 show analogous null results for the natural field experiment.

5.6 Redistributive Policy Positions Consistent With Hybrid Theories

We find evidence consistent with sticky and hybrid theories of identity when we study their re-

ported preference over a redistributive policy, as per the tests of Proposition s3.5 and 3.7 regarding

decision AllR. Recall that subjects are asked how much they favor a national redistributive policy

whose benefits were concentrated on their assigned state. First we show suggestive evidence that

regionalists’ overall in-region bias differs from that of nationalists, a test of sticky theories. Table

9 shows the interaction of regionalist and in-region, where the definitions of in-region are the same

as in section 5.4. The coefficient in the interaction term is always positive, and marginally signif-

icant in one of the specifications (p-value < 10%). In Table 30 of Supplementary Materials F we

disaggregate the results, and show that the regionalist’s bias is strongest for states that are one

state away.

Figure ?? shows the results of a regression with a triple difference specification which interacts

the prime, regionalism and beneficiary states at most two states away from the subject’s state. The

regression itself is a test of the hybrid theory, but a table with the results is omitted. Without

a prime, regionalists are more favorable towards redistributive policies that benefit their region

than those which favor states outside their region (the difference in effect sizes estimated from the

regression is significant with a level of 5%). With a prime, however, regionalists’ policy preferences
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Concentrated Concentrated Concentrated
Redistribution Redistribution Redistribution

(1) (2) (3)

Baseline Regionalist -0.115∗ -0.111∗ -0.0854
(0.0680) (0.0610) (0.0737)

Region (defined below) -0.0127 0.0240 0.00744
(0.0416) (0.0425) (0.0436)

Region * Regionalist 0.172 0.193∗ 0.0953
(0.106) (0.112) (0.106)

Poor 0.126∗∗∗ 0.134∗∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗

(0.0413) (0.0410) (0.0410)

Dep Variable Mean 0.241 0.241 0.241
Observations 556 556 556
R2 0.057 0.061 0.054
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes
Type of Region In- At Most At Most

Region 1 State 2 States
Away Away

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed effects. ∗
p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 9: In-Region Bias In Policy Preferences

are the same for in-region and out-region states. Nationalists’ policy preferences, in contrast, do

not have a regional bias, with or without a prime. In fact, regionalists’ support for redistributive

policies favoring out-region states is lower than nationalists’ without a prime (the difference in effect

sizes estimated from the regression is significant with a level of 5%), but indistinguishable with a

prime. The triple difference, which tests for hybrid theories as per Proposition 3.7, is marginally

significant (p-value < 10%).

Tables 31, 32, 33 and 34 in Supplementary Materials F perform similar exercises to those

described in section 5.5 for contribution decisions. Similar to the results in Figure 6, we find

some evidence that regionalists are biased towards their region with a prime but not without a

prime, a pattern that does not hold for nationalists or overall. In Table 31 we do not find an

overall interaction term of region and prime, so we do not find support for flickery theories as per

Proposition 3.6 regarding decision AllR.

6 Discussion

This section is divided as follows. In subsection 6.1, we discuss how other experiments have studied

identity via primes, what we recommend researchers should do with priming experiments, and
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Figure 6: Triple Interaction of Primes, Regionalist Identity and In-Region Defined as At Most Two
States Away, With Redistribution Policy Preferences as the Outcome Variable. Result of an OLS
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contrast it with our approach. In subsection 6.2, we consider how the lessons of our paper transfer

to other experiments that prime something other than identity. In subsection 6.3 we discuss past

models of identity, and how they relate to our own.

6.1 Experiments That Prime Identity

Salience and informativeness are usually confounded in priming experiments. Researchers should

be more careful in testing for informative channels, as well as spelling out the possible messages a

prime may be sending.

In an important study, Shih et al. (1999) varied whether Asian-American women were asked

about their ethnicity or their gender at the beginning of a test. This intervention is considered a

prime, with the implication that the identity a subject has at the top of mind affects their perfor-

mance. However, the subjects may instead be reacting to thinking that the exam administrators

will know their ethnicity or their gender. This distinction matters not only conceptually, it affects

policy recommendations. To increase welfare in the first case, all we need are timely cues to get

the identity that is best suited for each task to the top of mind. In the second case, we need to

have subjects not feel judged based on others’ stereotypes, a much more complicated intervention.

For some research questions, the distinction between a prime and an informative message is
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not first order. The information conveyed by a treatment may capture a similar effect to what

would have happened with a prime. Returning to the experiment with Asian-American women,

the experiment shows that stereotypes about ethnicity and gender affect behavior when subjects

are considering them—either because it is top of mind or because they are worried others will judge

them on that basis. This is a valuable contribution, and understanding the exact mechanisms is of

secondary importance. Even in these cases, however, we believe that better conceptual hygiene is

helpful, such as avoiding the use of the term prime for informative messages, or at least discussing

the possible informativeness of the intervention. The payoff is, again, more clarity on the policy

implications of the findings.

The distinction between a prime and an informative message is of first order importance for

the growing literature in economics on norm-inferring experiments, which prime an identity and

use the impact of behavior as evidence for a norm (Benjamin et al., 2010, 2016; Cohn et al., 2014,

2015). This literature takes as its starting point that flickery theories of identity are true, and that

priming an identity moves behavior in the direction of the ideal point of the primed identity. This

is problematic for two reasons. First, if the prime is in fact informative, then behavior may move

in directions that are unrelated to the ideal point of the primed identity. If a black person’s race is

primed before being measured on their patience (as in Benjamin et al., 2010), the black person may

(correctly) infer from the prime that the experimenter is judging his answers based on his race.12

His reaction to the prime may be to act in a counter-stereotypical way, for example if he does not

like the stereotype. But then the researchers may infer exactly the wrong norm from the priming

experiment.

A second concern with the primes-to-infer-norms approach is that the prime may have a different

effect depending on a subject’s sticky identity. By not taking account heterogeneity in sticky

identities, an experiment may hide that the impact of the prime goes in different directions for

different groups, which complicates the interpretation that the impact of the prime is capturing an

overall norm. Considering how sticky and flickery theories interact would help in interpreting this

heterogeneity. Our evidence supports a hybrid theory which suggests that those with the strongest

12 The primes in Benjamin et al. (2010) are subtle (e.g. word unscrambling tasks), which surely helps with
uninformativeness. However, it would still be helpful to have a discussion about possible informative messages, and
to test for informativeness and salience explicitly. Benjamin et al. (2016) take a step in this direction, by testing for
the salience of the religious identity they prime.
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attachment to an identity may be most insensitive to a prime due to saturation. The impact of the

prime would then capture the change in behavior of those who are least attached with an identity.

One way to get around the problem of heterogeneous impacts of primes is to select subjects

who have a similar strength of attachment. For example, Cohn et al. (2014) performs a priming

experiment on bank employees to study banking culture. Banking employees may have a similarly

strong attachment to their identity as bankers, perhaps more plausibly if they have worked in

banking for a similar amount of time, which would lessen the concerns over unobserved heterogene-

ity. A second approach is to compare the behavior of those with strong and weak attachments to

an identity. Across a range of decisions, we showed that subjects chose behavior that was more

consistent with an identity’s ideal point the more attached they were to the identity. It is hard to

find exogenous variation for strength of attachment (although see Depetris-Chauvin et al. (2018)),

but it would certainly strengthen the case of a norm inferring experiment to show that the prime

and the strength of identity moved behavior in the same direction.

Experiments that purport to infer norms with primes in strategic situation have an even worse

inference problem (e.g. Chang et al., 2014; Benjamin et al., 2016). In these experiments, researchers

need to consider not only the message a subject may infer from a priming treatment, but also what

subjects infer from others receiving the treatment.

In contrast to the literature that infers norms by priming identities, our approach is to make

plausible assumptions about norms associated to different identities, and use those assumptions to

test for sticky, flickery and hybrid theories of identity themselves.13 This is in line with a large

literature that has tested whether primes move behavior in expected directions, with the behavior

expected either because it was consistent with some stereotype (as in Shih et al., 1999), or with

some commonly observed phenomenon such as in-group bias (e.g. Gaertner and Dovidio, 2012;

Transue, 2007; Charnysh et al., 2014). We innovate on this literature by building a theoretical

framework with which we can explicitly state our assumptions about identity-associated behavior,

derive necessary and sufficient conditions for testing sticky, flickery and hybrid theories, and the

experimental design needed to test them. Furthermore, our work shows that we can get traction

by studying intervening variables.

13Other papers have sought to infer norms through coordination games (Chang et al., 2014), or through games
where subjects guess what others guessed was a common behavior (Bursztyn et al., 2018; Fernández-Duque and
Hiscox, 2019).
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6.2 Experiments That Prime Something Other Than Identity

Primes have been used experimentally to study questions beyond identity. Priming old age led

subjects to walk more slowly to an elevator; priming rudeness led student subjects to interrupt a

speaker more often (Bargh et al., 1996); priming death led individuals to act more conservatively

(Hayes et al., 2010); priming healthy behaviors led individuals to take the stairs instead of the

elevator (Wryobeck and Chen, 2003); priming financial concerns decreased cognitive function (Mani

et al., 2013). Even classic anchoring experiments can be thought of as priming individuals to think

of a specific number as a starting point from which to arrive at a guess (a guess of the number

of African nations in the U.N. in the case of Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). Although these

primes are not about identity, problems of confounding salience and informativeness are an issue

in a similar way. For example, an individual who observes a prime of old age or of death may

infer information about the precariousness of life, and therefore be more careful in how she walks

and makes decisions. As with experiments that prime identity, these experiments should then also

consider and test for possible informative channels.

A good experimental design can make it more plausible that primes are uninformative. As

mentioned in footnote 12, some primes are particularly subtle, such as word unscrambling tasks or

primes which are flashed too quickly to be registered at a conscious level. The anchoring experiment

in Tversky and Kahneman (1974) provide a particularly nice design, since subjects explicitly see

how the number they are asked to consider comes from a randomization device: a wheel of fortune.

A similar design for other primes would seem ineffective, such as exposing subjects to all possible

primes before randomly choosing one. Granting that careful experimental designs can go a long way

in bolstering the argument that a prime is uninformative, it is still a healthy exercise to consider

possible informative channels and to test for them directly. These tests are even more important

when primes are less subtle.

6.3 Past Models Of Identity

The economics literature on identity has offered different models with distinct views on identity.

Although these models are in many ways complementary, some are more closely aligned with the

sticky theories (e.g. Akerlof and Kranton, 2000; Shayo, 2009) and some with the flickery theories
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of identity (e.g. Benjamin et al., 2010).14

In contrast to past models, our model captures the tension between the different theories of

identity. It does so by incorporating different models of identity. In Supplementary Materials G we

show how our model can be reduced to those of Benjamin et al. (2010) and of Bénabou and Tirole

(2011), and discuss why these models by themselves do not provide the necessary framework for

distinguishing between sticky and flickery theories.

7 Conclusion

There are two main theories of social identity which, in their pure forms, yield incompatible pre-

dictions. We designed and tested a theoretically-motivated experimental design which allowed us

to distinguish between the two theories, as well as to test for interactions between them.

To test between the flickery and sticky theories of identity, we primed the nation and obtained

baseline measurements of national and regional attachment. In what we believe is an important

methodological contribution, we thought of primes as the first stage of an instrumental variables

approach to testing flickery theories of identity, and tested for both the first stage and the exclusion

restriction. Our results support the idea that the prime brought the nation to the top of mind, did

not bring anything else to the top of mind, and was uninformative otherwise.

With our first stage in hand, we found evidence for an interaction between sticky and flickery

theories of identity—what we’ve called a hybrid theory. There is a baseline degree of regionalism and

nationalism which makes subjects behave, think and identify themselves in ways that are consistent

with regional and national identities. Regionalists can be made to think more like nationalists with

a national prime, while nationalists do not react to a national prime, perhaps because of saturation.

Our paper contributes to our understanding of the impact of social identity on behavior, which

has received much attention across the social sciences but which we believe suffers from some con-

ceptual confusion. By designing experiments that allow us to clearly distinguish between different

14For Akerlof and Kranton, 2000, the term identity is used as the utility derived from how actions and charac-
teristics relate to the norms of a subject’s social categories. However, they claim that identity also refers to social
categories. For Shayo (2009), social identity is the social category subjects chooses to self-categorize as in order
to maximize their utility. In order to self-categorize, subjects consider the social status of each category, material
payoffs and their distance to the group’s prototype. Benjamin et al., 2010, 2016 do not pinpoint what they refer to
as identity in their model, but state that it is inspired by Akerlof and Kranton, 2000. In contrast, for Bénabou and
Tirole, 2011 identity is a subject’s type, which captures the strength of attachment to an identity.
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theories, we can move towards understanding how to use primes or baseline characteristics to nudge

subjects towards acting in a way consistent with an identity.

Distinguishing between sticky, flickery and hybrid theories goes beyond theoretical interest.

Suppose a policymaker wants to increase behavior that is consistent with a norm associated to a

social category. For instance, a policymaker may want to increase pro-social behavior towards a

vulnerable group. According to sticky theories, the policymaker should seek out individuals that

most strongly identify with the vulnerable group. According to flickery theories, the policymaker

should instead prime everyone with whichever social category they share with the vulnerable group.

Our hybrid theory suggests something in between: both those who identify strongly and weakly

with the vulnerable group should be seeked out, but only those who weakly identify need to be

primed.
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A Detailed Description Of The Experimental Designs

In this appendix we provide further details on the experimental designs. Section A.1 describes the

NGO partner. Section A.2 describes the randomization procedure of the framed field experiment,

and section A.3 describes the assignment of cards in the natural field experiment.
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A.1 Our Partner

The partner we are working with is Un Kilo de Ayuda, a Mexican NGO focused on child develop-

ment in Mexico. Between 2012 and 2015, the periods of the natural and framed field experiments,

they were serving between 900 and 1000 rural communities in several states in Mexico, reaching

60 families on average per community. Their intervention includes periodic height, weight, cogni-

tive development and hemoglobin measurements, beneficiary training on best feeding and hygiene

practices as well as a package of 10 food items chosen to supplement the nutritional deficiencies in

rural Mexico.

A.2 Framed Field Experiment

In November 2015, the approximately 5,000 students at ITAM were sent four email invitations in

the space of two weeks to take part in a two-part study consisting of a baseline survey and an

endline survey. They were not offered a fee for taking part in the baseline experiment, and did

not know they would be offered a fee to take part in the endline. 955 subjects participated in the

baseline survey, and 580 of those returned for the endline. Both the baseline and endline were

designed and run through Qualtrics, and each took approximately ten minutes to complete. The

survey questions can be found in Supplementary Materials H.

The baseline survey had five categories of questions: Demographic characteristics, political

views, views on charitable giving, perception of state income, and questions to determine regional-

ism. This last category was determined in the following manner: we first asked them to indicate

which state they felt most strongly connected to. We then determined their region by asking them

to indicate on a map which states they considered to be part of the same region as the state they

chose. After asking about their region, we simultaneously asked them about their attachment to

their nation and to the region on a 5-point Likert scale each.

To randomize, at the beginning of the baseline survey we assigned subjects a state in their

region or outside their region. We further randomized whether the state was rich or poor. We use

this to control for donations based on need, and not identity. The rich (poor) states the subjects

were assigned were subjectively identified by the subject as rich (poor), and either widely perceived

by others to be rich or objectively relatively rich (poor) using 2013 GDP.
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There were 13% of respondents whose in-region states did not vary in terms of income (i.e.

having both rich and poor states). We faced a trade-off between sticking strictly to the states the

subject selected as part of his or her region and balancing on state income. We favored the latter.

If a region had a middle-income and rich or poor state, we considered it balanced, if not, we added

a state that at least a third of the subjects of the same state considered part of their region. In

practice, only 5% of those assigned a state in their region were assigned states in their expanded

region. Once we had defined the set of in-region rich and poor states and out-region rich and

poor states we randomly chose one state from each set. We then assigned subjects to one of four

conditions: in-region with prime, in-region without prime, out-region with prime, and out-region

without prime.

We block-randomized on regionalism. Regionalism is defined by the difference between their

reported attachment to their region and their nation.

Between two and three weeks after they filled out the baseline survey, we invited subjects to fill

out the endline survey. We announced that we would raffle several 100 peso prizes (approximately

7 US dollars at the time) with about a 10% chance of winning. Subjects were told that they would

be exposed to the design of a card used for fund-raising, some of which were used in the field.

Examples of these cards are shown in Figure 2.

A.3 Natural Field Experiment Design

The natural field experiment was run during October 2012 in partnership with Un Kilo de Ayuda.

Un Kilo de Ayuda is the first NGO in Mexico to fundraise through cards sold at supermarket

cashiers. They have followed this strategy for over 25 years. These cards are placed in over 4,000

points of sale around the country. They are roughly the size of a postcard and have images or

text inviting shoppers to donate to the NGO. The interested shopper hands the card to the cashier

to scan. They cost 3 pesos (about a quarter) or 10 pesos (about 75 cents), depending on the

point of sale. They normally don’t include anything of direct value to the consumer, although

sometimes the card comes with a small gift (e.g. a bracelet, a packet of hand sanitizer). Through

this method the NGO raises approximately 15% of their revenue. We implemented the design in

all the supermarkets that sold 10 peso cards (approximately 70 US cents) in those states. The

total number of supermarkets in the nine states we chose was 560, which raised 1.8 million pesos
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SM Gue Pue Sin Ver Yuc Total

Mexico City 27 27 26 26 26 26 158
State of Mexico 44 44 44 44 44 44 264
Guerrero 25 25 0 0 0 0 50
Jalisco 23 23 23 23 22 22 136
Nuevo León 21 21 21 21 21 21 126
Puebla 25 0 25 0 0 0 50
Sinaloa 68 0 0 68 68 0 204
Veracruz 42 0 0 43 43 0 128
Yucatán 23 0 0 0 0 23 46
Total 298 140 139 225 225 136 1162

SM= State of Mexico, Gue=Guerrero, Pue=Puebla, in=Sinaloa,
Ver=Veracruz, Yuc=Yucatán.
Donor states in rows, beneficiary states in columns

Table 10: Assigned Distribution of Beneficiary State Cards by Donor

(approx. USD 120,000) in 2011.

In order to randomize, we first stratified by state and supermarket chain. Within these state-

chain strata, we formed tuples or clusters of supermarkets by matching the supermarkets and

then randomizing the treatments within the tuple (Bruhn and McKenzie, 2009). We matched by

minimizing the sum of the Mahalanobis distance of the supermarket’s latitude, longitude, past sales

and cashiers for all pairings within the cluster. Our procedure for forming tuples took into account

that there was a different number of types of cards per each states—some states had tuples of 4,

while others had tuples of 12.

We also randomized the placement of cards within a supermarket. Our NGO partner had two

barcodes activated per supermarket, which were used exclusively for our cards for the duration

of our experiment. Therefore, each supermarket was assigned two types of cards. Within each

supermarket, we needed to decide which aisle received which of the two cards that were assigned.

For each pair of aisles, we flipped the virtual equivalent of a fair coin to decide which one would

receive which card.

More precisely, Table 10 presents the number of half supermarkets that were assigned a card

with a certain state (columns) per state (rows). Note that these values are split between cards with

and without a nationalist prime. Given the logistical problems with some supermarket chains and

in the state of Nuevo León described in section 1, Table 11 shows the actual allocation of cards.
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SM Gue Pue Sin Ver Yuc Tot

Mexico City 25 21 21 22 23 22 134
State of Mexico 29 28 28 30 28 29 172
Guerrero 13 15 0 0 0 0 28
Jalisco 18 18 18 18 19 19 110
Nuevo León 13 15 13 17 14 12 84
Puebla 15 0 15 0 0 0 30
Sinaloa 11 0 0 9 12 0 32
Veracruz 15 0 0 15 12 0 42
Yucatán 14 0 0 0 0 14 28
Total 153 97 95 111 108 96 660

SM= State of Mexico, Gue=Guerrero, Pue=Puebla, in=Sinaloa,
Ver=Veracruz, Yuc=Yucatán.
Donor states in rows, beneficiary states in columns

Table 11: Distribution Of Beneficiary State Cards By Donor

B Proofs

In this section we present the proof of the propositions. In section B.1 we prove Proposition 1. In

section B.2 we prove Proposition 2, In section B.3 we prove Proposition 3.

B.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. We start with the following

Lemma 1. For a given deep identity d ∈ {N,R}, salience s, location ` ∈ {in, out}, message

m̃ ∈ {m,m′}, and decision D ∈ D, a∗ = ρE(θR` | m̃) + (1− ρ)E(θN` | m̃).

Proof. Let us write out the subject’s utility function:

−ρ[a2 − 2aE(θR` | m̃) +E(θR` | m̃)2]− (1− ρ)[a2 − 2aE(θN` | m̃) +E(θN` | m̃)2]

Now take the first order condition to find the optimal decision.

FOCa = 0 : −2ρa∗ + ρ2E(θR` | m̃)− 2(1− ρ)a∗ + (1− ρ)2E(θN` | m̃) = 0

⇔ a∗ = ρE(θR` | m̃) + (1− ρ)E(θN` | m̃) (1)

Given the concavity of the functions and 0 ≤ E(θN` ) ≤ E(θR` ) ≤ 1, the interior solution is optimal.
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Suppose the message m′ does not make the nation salient (mu = 0). Then the optimal decisions

a∗(m′, d, `) and a∗(m, d, `) are made with the same values of s for any d ∈ {N,R} and ` ∈ {in, out}.

Therefore, no impact would compare decisions for different values of s, so their being negative would

not imply ∂ρ/∂s > 0.

Suppose the message m′ is informative, and that ∂ρ/∂s = 0. Then a∗(m′, d, `) > a∗(m, d, `) for

` ∈ {in, out} if ∂E(θR` | m′)/∂mR
i ≤ 0 and ∂E(θR` | m′)/∂mR

i ≤ 0 with at least one strict inequality.

But then ∆(m′,m) < 0, ∆(m′,m | R) < 0 and ∆(m′,m | N) < 0.

Through analogous reasoning, the negative result for an impact ∆ translates into a negative

result for a difference in impacts, and into a difference of differences in impacts.

B.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. Suppose that the messagem′ is uninformative and makes the nation salient. Then ∆(m′,m) <

0⇔

E[ρ′E(θR` | m′) + (1− ρ′)E(θN` | m′)] < E[ρE(θR` | m) + (1− ρ)E(θN` | m)]

⇔ Ed(ρ′ − ρ)[EE(θR` )−EE(θN` )] < 0

⇔ EE(θR` ) < EE(θN` )

where EE(θN` ) = EE(θN` | m) = EE(θN` | m′) and EE(θR` ) = EE(θR` | m) = EE(θR` | m′), with

the equalities following from the uninformativeness of the message, and the outer expectation is

over the possible values of E(θN` ) and E(θR` ), respectively. The last step follows from the fact that

the first multiplicand is negative, since the message makes the nation salient.

Now suppose that the message m′ is not uninformative. Then even if E[E(θR` | m)] < E[E(θN` |

m)], it may be the case that ∆(m′,m) < 0. This can be seen by writing out ∆(m′,m) as

E[ρ′E(θR` | m′) + (1− ρ′)E(θN` | m′)]−E[ρE(θR` | m) + (1− ρ)E(θN` | m)]

If the message is not uninformative, then the above expression may be positive or negative whether

or not the message makes the nation salient and ∂ρ/∂s > 0, since the term monotonically increases
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in EE(θN` | m′) and in EE(θR` | m′). Similarly, if the message does not make the nation salient,

then any non-zero impact ∆(m′,m) is driven by EE(θN` | m′) 6= EE(θN` | m) or by EE(θR` | m′) 6=

EE(θR` | m).

B.3 Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. First consider Proposition 3.1. That the impact ∆(m′,m) is equal to 0 for a report of factual

statements follows follows from equation (1), the uninformativeness of the message and Assumption

3. The proposition further states that the same impact is equal to 0 for reporting something other

than the nation comes to mind, and strictly positive for reporting that the nation comes to mind.

This follows from Definition 2. Note further that since the message is uninformative, the impact

is positive for reporting that the nation comes to mind if and only if m′ makes the nation salient

(mu > 0) and ∂ρ/∂s > 0.

Proposition 3.2 follows from Assumption 2, equation (1) and ρ(·, R) > ρ(·, N).

To see Proposition 3.3, suppose that the message m′ is uninformative and makes the nation

salient. Since the message is uninformative and the decision is to report cognition or attachment,

E`,dE(θR` | m′) = E`,dE(θR` | m) = E(θR` ) and E`,dE(θN` | m′) = E`,dE(θN` | m) = E(θN` ), and the

outer expectation is taken over the values of ` and d. Then ∆(m′,m) < 0⇔

E`,d[ρ′E(θR` | m′) + (1− ρ′)E(θN` | m′)] < E`,d[ρE(θR` | m) + (1− ρ)E(θN` | m)]

⇔ Ed(ρ′ − ρ)E(θR` ) +Ed(ρ− ρ′)E(θN` ) < 0

⇔ Ed(ρ′ − ρ)[E(θR` )−E(θN` )] < 0

⇒ ∂Edρ/∂s > 0

where ρ′ ≡ ρ(s(m′), d) and ρ ≡ ρ(s(m), d), and the last step follows since the message makes the

nation salient (mu > 0) and E(θR` ) > E(θN` ) for ` ∈ {in, out} by Assumption 2.

To see Proposition 3.4, first note that if the message is uninformative, ∆(m′,m | R) < 0⇔

E`[ρ(s(m′), R)− ρ(s(m), R)E(θR` | m)] +E`[ρ(s(m), R)− ρ(s(m′), R)E(θN` | m)] < 0⇔
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[ρ(s(m′), R)− ρ(s(m), R)]E`[E(θR` )−E(θN` )] < 0⇒ ∂ρ(s,R)/∂s > 0

Similarly, ∆(m′,m | N) < 0⇔ [ρ(s(m′), N)−ρ(s(m), N)]E`[E(θR` )−E(θN` )] < 0⇒ ∂ρ(s,N)/∂s >

0. But then the difference in impacts ∆(m′,m | N)−∆(m′,m | R) is negative if and only if

[ρ(s(m′), N)− ρ(s(m), N)− (ρ(s(m′), R)− ρ(s(m), R))]E`[E(θR` )−E(θN` )] < 0

⇔ ρ(s(m′), R)− ρ(s(m), R) > ρ(s(m′), N)− ρ(s(m), N)

where the last step follows from Assumption 2.

To see Proposition 3.5, notice that ∆(in, out | R) is equal to

Em̃[ρ(s,R)E(θRin) + (1− ρ(s,R))E(θNin)]−Em̃[ρ(s,R)E(θRout) + (1− ρ(s,R))E(θNout)]

= Em̃[ρ(s,R)(E(θRin)−E(θRout))] +Em̃[(1− ρ(s,R))(E(θNin)−E(θNout))]

Similarly, ∆(in, out | N) is equal to

Em̃[ρ(s,N)(E(θRin)−E(θRout))] +Em̃[(1− ρ(s,N))(E(θNin)−E(θNout))]

The difference in these impacts, ∆(in, out | N)−∆(in, out | R) is therefore equal to

[E(θRin)−E(θRout)− (E(θNin)−E(θNout))]Em̃(ρ(s,N)− ρ(s,R))

But then, since E(θRin)−E(θRout) > E(θNin)−E(θNout), the difference in the impacts is negative if and

only if

Em̃[ρ(s,R)− ρ(s,N)] > 0

To see Proposition 3.6, notice that ∆(in, out | m) is equal to

Ed[ρ(s(m), d)E(θRin) + (1− ρ(s(m), d))E(θNin)]−Ed[ρ(s(m), d)E(θRout) + (1− ρ(s(m), d))E(θNout)]
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Similarly, ∆(in, out | m′) is equal to

Ed[ρ(s(m′), d)E(θRin) + (1− ρ(s(m′), d))E(θNin)]−Ed[ρ(s(m′), d)E(θRout) + (1− ρ(s(m′), d))E(θNout)]

The difference in these impacts, ∆(in, out | m)−∆(in, out | m′) is therefore equal to

[E(θRin)−E(θNin)− (E(θRout)−E(θNout))]Ed(ρ(s(m), d)− ρ(s(m′), d))

But then, since E(θRin)−E(θRout) > E(θNin)−E(θNout), the difference in the impacts is negative if and

only if

Ed[ρ(s, d)− ρ(s′, d)] < 0

To see Proposition 3.7, note first that, by the proofs of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6, ∆(in, out |

m, d)−∆(in, out | m′, d) is equal to

[E(θRin)−E(θNin)− (E(θRout)−E(θNout))][ρ(s(m), d)− ρ(s(m′), d)]

Therefore, the difference between ∆(in, out | m,N) − ∆(in, out | m′, N) and ∆(in, out | m,R) −

∆(in, out | m′, R) is equal to

[E(θRin)−E(θNin)− (E(θRout)−E(θNout))][ρ(s(m), N)− ρ(s(m′), N)− (ρ(s(m), R)− ρ(s(m′), R))]

But then, since E(θRin)−E(θRout) > E(θNin)−E(θNout), the difference in the impacts is negative if and

only if

ρ(s(m), R)− ρ(s(m′), R)− (ρ(s(m), N)− ρ(s(m′), N)) > 0

C Further Plausible Informative Channels

In this section we describe further plausible informative channels through which the prime may

have affected behavior. We will describe the channels, as well as the tests of these channels.

Political Affiliation. For most of the twentieth century, Mexico was governed by a hegemonic
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political party, the PRI, whose logo were the colors of the Mexican flag. The party is still active

politically. Seeing the colors of the flag may have made subjects believe that the party in power

in the state was the PRI, or that the NGO itself was associated to the PRI. To test for these

channels, we asked subjects several questions. We asked whether they believed the governor was

from a variety of political parties (including the PRI), as well as if the legislature had a majority

from a variety of political parties. We further asked subjects if they believed that the NGO was

associated to a variety of political parties.

Other Affiliation. The colors of the flag may have changed subjects’ views regarding other

organizations the NGO was affiliated with, perhaps because they associated the colors of the flag

with those organizations. We asked subjects whether they believed the NGO was affiliated to a

variety of organizations, such as the Catholic Church, Mexican television networks, the Ministry of

Health, among others.

Card Attractiveness. Finally, the colors of the card may be more attractive to subjects. Al-

though attractiveness may affect donations for non-informative reasons, there may be informative

channels. For instance, a subject who finds the card attractive may update on how similar her

tastes are to those of the NGO, which may affect her decision. To test for this, we asked subjects

to rate the attractiveness of the card.

D Balance Tables

D.1 Framed Field Experiment

Tables 12, 13 and 14 present the balance over beneficiary state location, primes and regionalism

separately. In general, the treatments are balanced. The differences that were unexpected are small

and few. Those who receive in-region cards were a bit more likely to state that they had given to

the NGO in the baseline (Table 12). Those who receive a prime were a bit more likely to have a

recorded IP address from the college (Table 13). Regionalists trust the government slightly more

(Table 14).

The expected differences, in contrast, are large.

In-region versus out-region states (Table 12): In-region states are significantly less poor than

out-region states. This is driven by the fact that half of the sample is from Mexico City, which is
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from a relatively rich region of the country. This can be seen in that there are more in-region cards

going to Mexico City than out-region cards.

As we discussed in section A, we maximized balance across treatments on the income of benefi-

ciary states by randomizing whether subjects were assigned to a relatively rich or a relatively poor

state in the region they were assigned to. When the region did not have one of the poorest states,

a middle income state was assigned. If we define middle income states as ‘poor’ in those cases and

run the balance test again, we find that the sample is balanced.

Regionalists versus nationalists (Table 14): The overall balance between regionalists and na-

tionalists is particularly important given that attachment is not randomized. We show the results

of comparing regionalists to nationalists.

There are three significant differences between regionalists and nationalists.

1. Attachment: Mechanically, regionalists are significantly more attached to their region and

significantly less attached to their nation than nationalists.

2. Region size: Regionalists included more states when defining their region than nationalists.

It is intuitive that regionalists define their region differently than nationalists do, although

one may be concerned that it is region size that is driving the results.

3. Trust in government: Regionalists are more likely than weak nationalists to trust the govern-

ment. Given the amount of variables considered and the slight significance of the difference,

this may be due to random chance.

D.2 Natural Field Experiment

We now turn to the balance tables in the natural field experiment. Tables 15, 16 and 17. Table 15

compares own-state cards with cards in a different state among states that had their own state as

a beneficiary state. Table 16 compares cards benefiting states that are at most two states away to

those that are further. Table 17 compares cards with a prime to cards without a prime. We find

balance on all our covariates, with one exception. The latitude and longitude of cards that are two

states away differ from those that are less than two states away. This difference is driven by the

fact that not all states had all types of cards, as explained in section 1.
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Out-Region In-Region Mean diff
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t

Male 0.57 (0.50) 0.61 (0.49) -0.96
Age: 17 to 18 0.13 (0.33) 0.14 (0.35) -0.58
White 0.36 (0.48) 0.40 (0.49) -1.01
Trusts in NGO 0.45 (0.50) 0.45 (0.50) 0.21
Contributes to NGO 0.47 (0.50) 0.55 (0.50) -2.05∗

Regionalist 0.15 (0.36) 0.16 (0.36) -0.14
Nationalist 0.50 (0.50) 0.50 (0.50) 0.04
Trusts Federal Government 3.41 (1.94) 3.48 (2.05) -0.38
Contributes to Children on Street 3.39 (1.87) 3.52 (1.84) -0.88
Votes for PAN 0.58 (0.49) 0.60 (0.49) -0.62
Answered Survey at University 0.30 (0.46) 0.30 (0.46) -0.02
High Self-Reported Income 0.16 (0.37) 0.16 (0.37) -0.04
Poor 0.49 (0.50) 0.29 (0.46) 5.07∗∗∗

From Mexico City 0.50 (0.50) 0.48 (0.50) 0.56
From State of Mexico 0.08 (0.27) 0.10 (0.30) -0.85
From Nuevo León 0.01 (0.08) 0.01 (0.08) -0.07
Mexico City Recipient State 0.04 (0.19) 0.25 (0.43) -7.68∗∗∗

Number of States In Region 3.95 (2.26) 4.20 (2.44) -1.26

Table 12: Balance Table for State Location, Framed Field Experiment

No Prime Prime Mean diff
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t

Male 0.62 (0.49) 0.56 (0.50) 1.38
Age: 17 to 18 0.14 (0.35) 0.12 (0.33) 0.71
White 0.40 (0.49) 0.35 (0.48) 1.33
Trusts in NGO 0.43 (0.50) 0.47 (0.50) -1.20
Contributes to NGO 0.52 (0.50) 0.50 (0.50) 0.45
Regionalist 0.16 (0.36) 0.15 (0.36) 0.21
Nationalist 0.50 (0.50) 0.51 (0.50) -0.12
Trusts Federal Government 3.33 (1.92) 3.56 (2.06) -1.44
Contributes to Children on Street 3.49 (1.92) 3.42 (1.79) 0.48
Votes for PAN 0.61 (0.49) 0.57 (0.50) 1.04
Answered Survey at University 0.34 (0.47) 0.26 (0.44) 2.15∗

High Self-Reported Income 0.17 (0.37) 0.15 (0.36) 0.55
Poor 0.39 (0.49) 0.40 (0.49) -0.12
From Mexico City 0.50 (0.50) 0.48 (0.50) 0.54
From State of Mexico 0.10 (0.30) 0.08 (0.27) 0.86
From Nuevo León 0.01 (0.08) 0.01 (0.08) -0.00
Mexico City Recipient State 0.15 (0.36) 0.13 (0.34) 0.70
Number of States In Region 4.01 (2.38) 4.13 (2.32) -0.60

Table 13: Balance Table for Primes, Framed Field Experiment
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Nationalist Regionalist Mean diff
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t

Male 0.58 (0.49) 0.67 (0.47) -1.63
Age: 17 to 18 0.13 (0.33) 0.17 (0.37) -0.94
White 0.38 (0.49) 0.36 (0.48) 0.41
Trusts in NGO 0.46 (0.50) 0.41 (0.49) 0.80
Contributes to NGO 0.51 (0.50) 0.54 (0.50) -0.69
Regional Attachment 3.39 (1.02) 4.31 (0.80) -9.53∗∗∗

National Attachment 4.21 (0.84) 3.03 (0.87) 11.93∗∗∗

Trusts Federal Government 3.37 (1.98) 3.87 (2.00) -2.18∗

Contributes to Children on Street 3.46 (1.84) 3.42 (1.91) 0.17
Votes for PAN 0.60 (0.49) 0.57 (0.50) 0.51
Answered Survey at University 0.31 (0.46) 0.24 (0.43) 1.23
High Self-Reported Income 0.16 (0.37) 0.14 (0.35) 0.41
Poor 0.39 (0.49) 0.42 (0.50) -0.53
From Mexico City 0.50 (0.50) 0.41 (0.49) 1.62
From State of Mexico 0.09 (0.29) 0.08 (0.27) 0.41
From Nuevo León 0.00 (0.04) 0.03 (0.18) -1.64
Mexico City Recipient State 0.14 (0.35) 0.14 (0.35) -0.14
Number of States In Region 4.26 (2.40) 3.06 (1.74) 5.65∗∗∗

Table 14: Balance Table for Regionalists, Framed Field Experiment

Out-Region In-Region Mean diff
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t

Latitude 19.90 (1.74) 19.67 (2.03) 0.97
Longitude -99.01 (3.64) -98.08 (4.60) -1.75
Cashiers Per Store 14.94 (5.30) 14.94 (5.39) 0.01
Sales August 2012 400.57 (394.09) 340.29 (307.76) 1.41
Exposure Time in Cashier 20.21 (7.79) 18.54 (7.26) 1.85
Income Per Capita 16176.73 (4969.36) 16454.81 (4003.16) -0.53
Human Dev Index 0.76 (0.06) 0.77 (0.04) -1.77
Daily Cards per Aisle 0.16 (0.57) 0.13 (0.22) 0.82
Prime 0.50 (0.50) 0.47 (0.50) 0.45

Table 15: Balance Table for State Location (Own State), Natural Field Experiment

Out-Region In-Region Mean diff
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t

Latitude 21.26 (2.73) 19.95 (1.70) 7.42∗∗∗

Longitude -100.14 (3.39) -99.47 (3.15) -2.63∗∗

Cashiers Per Store 15.05 (6.92) 15.10 (6.29) -0.10
Sales August 2012 466.30 (494.44) 518.33 (591.07) -1.20
Exposure Time in Cashier 21.71 (7.81) 21.45 (7.40) 0.44
Income Per Capita 20190.79 (7505.34) 19480.93 (7220.40) 1.24
Human Dev Index 0.79 (0.06) 0.79 (0.05) 0.75
Daily Cards per Aisle 0.19 (0.59) 0.25 (0.54) -1.38
Prime 0.50 (0.50) 0.49 (0.50) 0.16

Table 16: Balance Table for State Location (Two States Away), Natural Field Experiment
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No Prime Prime Mean diff
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. t

Latitude 20.58 (2.34) 20.64 (2.40) -0.29
Longitude -99.77 (3.37) -99.86 (3.21) 0.35
Cashiers Per Store 15.13 (6.55) 15.02 (6.68) 0.21
Sales August 2012 477.51 (485.11) 507.68 (600.28) -0.69
Exposure Time in Cashier 21.66 (7.55) 21.51 (7.67) 0.26
Income Per Capita 19750.93 (7396.95) 19926.13 (7349.01) -0.31
Human Dev Index 0.79 (0.06) 0.79 (0.06) -0.29
Daily Cards per Aisle 0.21 (0.57) 0.23 (0.56) -0.46
In-State 0.15 (0.36) 0.13 (0.34) 0.60
Two States Away 0.50 (0.50) 0.49 (0.50) 0.16

Table 17: Balance Table for Primes, Natural Field Experiment

E Description of Variables

In this section we provide a description of the main variables in our analysis. Unless specified

otherwise, the variables come from the framed field experiment.

• High Baseline Regional Attachment is an indicator equal to 1 if the answer to the question

of how attached a subject was to the region was the 4th or 5th highest answer on the Likert

scale. High Baseline National Attachment and High Endline Regional/National Attachment

are defined similarly.

• Baseline Regionalist is an indicator variable equal to 1 if a subject’s regional attachment is

higher than her national attachment.

• Endline Regionalist is defined similarly.

• Prime is an indicator variable equal to one if the subject was exposed to the national prime.

Used in the framed and natural field experiments.

• Same Region is an indicator variable equal to one if the subject included certain state in her

region. This variable is used in Table 6, which considers how subjects define their region.

The unit of analysis is a subject-state.

• Own State is an indicator variable equal to one if the beneficiary state is the subject’s state.

Used in the framed and natural field experiments.

• One State Away is an indicator variable equal to one if the state is contiguous to the subject’s

state. Two States Away and Three States Away are analogously defined. Used in the framed
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and natural field experiments.

• Donation is the amount that the subject allocates to an NGO in her assigned state if she

wins a 100 peso raffle.

• In-Region is an indicator equal to 1 if the state is in the region chosen by subjects in the

experiment.

• At Most 1 State Away is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the state is the subject’s state or

is contiguous with that state. At Most 2 States Away and At Most 3 States Away are defined

similarly. Used in the framed and natural field experiments.

• Poor is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the subject considered the state one of the 10

poorest.

• Daily Cards per Aisle is the amount of cards sold per day per aisle. Used in the natural field

experiment.

• In-State is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the beneficiary state is equal to the donor state.

Used in the natural field experiment.

• Beneficiary state poor is the number of poor in the state.

• Concentrated Redistribution is an indicator variable equal to one if the subject at least

somewhat supports a redistributive policy that favors her assigned state.

• Think of State Like Region is an indicator variable equal to 1 if subjects reported that they

found it easier to think of a certain state as part of a region, and equal to 0 if they reported

it was easier to think of it as part of the nation. In the main specification, the state is the

state they were assigned for the donation petition.

• Thinks Beneficiary State Is Like Others is an indicator variable equal to 1 if subjects at least

‘somewhat’ believed a certain state is like others in the country. In the main specification,

the state is the state they were assigned.
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F Addendum to the Results

In this section we present further results from the analysis.

F.1 Joint Distribution Regionalists and Nationalists

Table 18 shows the joint distribution of regional and national attachment in the framed field

experiment, which was given on a 5-point Likert scale. The table shows the results of subjects who

began the endline. Notice that most subjects report a relatively high attachment to both their

region and the nation: most responses are concentrated on the higher scores.

National
Regional Attachment

Attachment 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 4 5 7 5 3 24
2 2 7 24 26 10 69
3 0 13 44 72 40 169
4 1 6 23 86 103 219
5 1 1 12 31 61 106

Total 8 32 110 220 217 587

Table 18: Self-Reported Regional and National Attachment On A Five Point Scale. Joint Distri-
bution of Reported National and Regional Attachment. Regionalists are those more attached to
the region, nationalists those more attached to the nation

F.2 Uninformativeness and Salience

Table 19 shows that the prime brought Mexico to the top of mind in the framed field experiment,

and nothing else. Each row presents the outcome of an OLS regression, with the dependent variable

on the first column, and the prime as the independent variable. As discussed in section 5, only

‘Mexico’ has a significant coefficient, which means that it is the only category of responses that was

statistically different between subjects exposed to the prime and those who were not.

Table 20 shows that the prime was uninformative in the framed field experiment. Again, each

row is the outcome of an OLS regression, with the dependent variable on the first column, and

the prime as the independent variable. We asked a battery of questions to test for plausible

informative channels that may have driven the impact of the prime, as discussed in sections 2 and

C. The coefficients are insignificant in 28 of the 30 questions, as would be expected if subjects
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Coefficient Standard Error P-value N

Mexico 0.078 0.028 0.006 572
Necessity 0.003 0.026 0.915 572
Children -0.016 0.042 0.692 572
Local 0.015 0.042 0.726 572
Mention Money 0.007 0.042 0.869 572
Description of Card -0.001 0.024 0.978 572
Gratitude -0.004 0.024 0.850 572
Charity -0.030 0.027 0.277 572
Negative 0.050 0.036 0.168 572
Names NGO 0.033 0.037 0.385 572
Corruption 0.017 0.025 0.493 572
PRI 0.013 0.008 0.126 572
Government 0.004 0.013 0.781 572
Government Program -0.004 0.014 0.792 572
Teletón / Televisa 0.023 0.015 0.125 572
Un Kilo de Ayuda -0.032 0.026 0.217 572
Don’t Know 0.032 0.025 0.207 572
Unclear -0.018 0.031 0.565 572

Table 19: Primes and What Comes To Mind. Each Row is the Output of an OLS Regression
With Robust Standard Errors and Donor-State Fixed Effects. The Dependent Variable Is Whether
The Subjects Mentioned The Concept On The First Column, While The Independent Variable Is
Whether The Donation Petition Had A Prime. Variables Were Categorized By Author Based on
Open-Ended Question About What Came To Mind.

answered randomly. The battery of questions presented in Table 20 is presented in the same order

as it was to subjects. The variables ‘ Expenditure in State’ and ‘Expenditure Out of State’ have

few observations due to a glitch in the program that implemented the experimental design, in which

the questions were not presented. The glitch which was corrected during its implementation.

F.3 Cognition

Table 21 presents the results regarding subjects’ report of cognition in the framed field experiment.

The Table reports results on two questions. The first is whether they found it easier to think

of a certain state as part of the region or as part of the nation. The second is whether they

think a certain state is similar to other states in the country. As described in section A, subjects

were assigned four states, one for each treatment arm they could have received. For the cognition

questions, we asked them first about the state they were assigned to in their actual treatment,

and then about each of the other three states. We were interested in their answers regarding the

state they were assigned to in the treatment, as well as the answers to the four states. The Table

then reports the results of the two types of question about cognition, combined with whether the

regression reports their assigned state or the four states.
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Coefficient Standard Error P-value N

Kids Attended in State 0.456 1.595 0.775 561
Kids Attended Out of State -1.744 1.929 0.366 561
Expenditure in State 0.377 2.228 0.866 508
Expenditure Out of State -0.314 2.267 0.890 514
NGO Does Fulfill Promises -0.006 0.030 0.852 561
Finds Card Attractive -0.005 0.041 0.906 560
Beneficiaries Very Poor 0.002 0.044 0.968 555
State Perceived Poor 0.077 0.043 0.075 555
Associated to PRI -0.021 0.035 0.551 559
Associated to PAN 0.005 0.037 0.897 559
Associated to PRD 0.010 0.039 0.808 559
Associated to PT -0.027 0.041 0.509 559
Associated to PVEM -0.003 0.037 0.929 559
Associated to MC -0.027 0.040 0.506 559
Associated to PANAL -0.025 0.040 0.534 559
Associated to MORENA -0.039 0.041 0.341 559
Associated to Teletón 0.044 0.034 0.196 559
Associated to Televisa 0.006 0.020 0.756 559
Associated to TV Azteca -0.018 0.037 0.631 559
Associated to Save the Ch 0.023 0.036 0.528 559
Associated to INSP -0.031 0.036 0.376 559
Associated to Sec Salud 0.019 0.035 0.599 559
Associated to Cath Church 0.057 0.043 0.187 559
Governor From PRI -0.006 0.042 0.878 555
Governor From PAN -0.003 0.024 0.896 555
Governor From PRD -0.005 0.035 0.886 555
Governor Independent -0.075 0.038 0.049 555
Legisl Mostly PRI -0.049 0.044 0.261 555
Legisl Mostly PAN -0.015 0.021 0.480 555
Legisl Mostly PRD -0.007 0.026 0.791 555

Table 20: Prime is Uninformative: Does Not Predict Answers To Donation-Relevant Questions
About Beneficiary State, NGO. Each Row is the Output of an OLS Regression With Robust Stan-
dard Errors and Donor-State Fixed Effects. The Dependent Variable Is The Answer To A Factual
Question Mentioned In The First Column Which Subjects Were Asked, While The Independent
Variable Is Whether The Donation Petition Had A Prime.
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The first four columns show whether regionalists report cognition differently than nationalists.

Only the third column is marginally significant, suggesting that regionalists think states are more

distinct to other states in the region. The last four columns show whether the prime differentially

affects regionalists. Figure 4 in Section 5 shows the graph related to the fifth column. We get a

similar result with the sixth column.

Thinks of State As Part of Region (R) or
Thinks Beneficiary State is Like Others (L)? R R L L R R L L
Assigned State (A) or Multiple States (M)? A M A M A M A M

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Baseline Regionalist 0.0687 0.0519 -0.0909∗ -0.0521 0.179∗∗ 0.112∗∗ -0.0680 -0.0558
(0.0593) (0.0375) (0.0523) (0.0331) (0.0835) (0.0534) (0.0737) (0.0440)

Prime 0.0672 -0.00374 0.0137 0.0307
(0.0462) (0.0316) (0.0437) (0.0297)

Regionalist * Prime -0.226∗ -0.126∗ -0.0467 0.00908
(0.118) (0.0755) (0.105) (0.0668)

Poor -0.0147 -0.0481 0.0411 0.0792∗∗∗ -0.0116 -0.0459 0.0418 0.0787∗∗∗

(0.0443) (0.0294) (0.0415) (0.0279) (0.0442) (0.0295) (0.0417) (0.0279)

Dep Variable Mean 0.422 0.430 0.308 0.343 0.422 0.430 0.308 0.343
Observations 571 2281 571 2332 571 2281 571 2332
R2 0.061 0.022 0.063 0.029 0.069 0.024 0.064 0.030
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

The regressions labeled as A have subjects as the unit of analysis, and are OLS regressions with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed
effects. The regressions labeled as M have four observations per subject. Subjects were asked the outcome variables for the state they were assigned, and
the 3 other states they would have been assigned in the other treatment arms. The regression is an OLS with donation-state fixed effects and standard
errors clustered at the subject level.

Table 21: Regionalists Believe All States Are Unlike Other States In the Country

F.4 Attachment Decisions

Table 22 considers how endline attachment to the region and nation are affected by the interaction

of regionalists and the prime. We consider two outcome -variables. The outcome variable of the

first column is the difference between the national and regional attachment. The interaction term

is significant at the 5% level. This column is represented by Figure 5 in Section 5, which we’ve

argued supports the hybrid theory. The outcome variable for second column in the Table is regional

attachment. The interaction term is insignificant, which is not supportive of the hybrid theory.

F.5 Contribution Decisions

Table 23 disaggregates the results from the last column of Table 7 in Section 5: the Table considers

how donations are affected by the distance from subjects’ state in the framed field experiment. The

first column shows that in the aggregate, close states weakly decrease the amount of donations.
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National
Minus

Regional Regional
Attachment Attachment

(1) (2)

Baseline Regionalist -1.405∗∗∗ 0.393∗∗

(0.170) (0.165)

Prime -0.0817 0.0462
(0.0954) (0.104)

Regionalist * Prime 0.536∗∗ -0.136
(0.220) (0.226)

Poor 0.0954 -0.0766
(0.0928) (0.0958)

Dep Variable Mean 0.303 3.732
Observations 555 555
R2 0.209 0.099
Donor-state FE Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses
and donor-state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗,
p < .01

Table 22: Only Regionalists’ Relative Attachment Is Affected By the Prime

The second column shows that this decrease is driven by nationalists. Regionalists give more to

states that are closer.

Tables 24, 25 and 26 show that primes do not have an impact on donation decisions in the framed

field experiment. Table 24 shows the overall results, Table 25 shows the results for regionalists, and

Table 26 shows the results for nationalists. The results all paint a similar picture. No matter how

the region is defined, the impact of the prime on regional bias is insignificant (last three columns).

In fact, the impact of the prime itself is insignificant (first column). As per Proposition 3.7, we

should also consider the coefficient with a triple difference specification, where we interact the

prime, the in-region and whether the subject is regionalist. This triple interaction is insignificant

as well (results not shown).

Table 27 provides further evidence that the prime does not affect donation decisions in the

framed field experiment, by showing the impact of the prime per disaggregated distance to the

subject’s state. Again, the impact of the prime is insignificant.

Tables 28 and 29 conduct the same exercise regarding primes but for the natural field ex-

periment. As with the framed field experiment, the prime does not have a significant impact

on donations. Table 28 presents the results for regions defined in different ways, while Table 29

considers states at disaggregated distances from the state where the cards were placed.
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Donation Donation
(1) (2)

Own State -13.57∗∗ -17.21∗∗∗

(5.488) (5.972)

One State Away -1.561 -5.518
(4.554) (4.981)

Two States Away -5.266 -10.91∗∗

(5.157) (5.423)

Own State * Regionalist 23.36
(14.79)

One State Away * Regionalist 23.79∗

(12.59)

Two States Away * Regionalist 36.65∗∗

(15.98)

Baseline Regionalist -21.99∗∗∗

(7.523)

Poor 2.956 3.628
(3.815) (3.781)

Dep Variable Mean 63.59 63.59
Observations 571 571
R2 0.059 0.076
Donor-state FE Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state
fixed effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 23: Regionalists Give More to States in Their Region, Disaggregating The Region
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Donation Donation Donation Donation
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Prime -4.003 -2.216 -1.890 -0.652
(3.574) (4.873) (4.604) (5.567)

In-Region -4.511
(5.049)

Prime * In-Region -3.921
(7.191)

At Most One State Away -2.359
(5.147)

At Most One State Away * Prime -5.395
(7.267)

At Most Two States Away -3.560
(5.222)

At Most Two States * Prime -5.479
(7.270)

Poor 5.085 3.761 4.156 4.959
(3.681) (3.784) (3.746) (3.694)

Dep Variable Mean 63.59 63.59 63.59 63.59
Observations 571 571 571 571
R2 0.048 0.054 0.052 0.054
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1,
∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 24: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias
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Donation Donation Donation Donation
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Prime 1.103 4.447 0.833 -1.610
(11.60) (15.50) (14.36) (15.04)

In-Region -4.937
(15.66)

Prime * In-Region -13.14
(25.93)

At Most One State Away 0.0636
(15.86)

At Most One State Away * Prime 0.977
(25.14)

At Most Two States Away 10.15
(17.52)

At Most Two States * Prime 5.819
(23.81)

Poor -7.100 -7.535 -7.079 -6.987
(10.84) (10.70) (11.05) (10.87)

Dep Variable Mean 59.36 59.36 59.36 59.36
Observations 87 87 87 87
R2 0.228 0.244 0.228 0.245
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1,
∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 25: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias, Regionalists
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Donation Donation Donation Donation
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Prime -2.996 -1.270 -0.809 0.773
(3.909) (5.369) (5.010) (6.097)

In-Region -4.756
(5.521)

Prime * In-Region -3.575
(7.816)

At Most One State Away -3.375
(5.601)

At Most One State Away * Prime -5.433
(7.896)

At Most Two States Away -7.661
(5.746)

At Most Two States * Prime -5.975
(7.895)

Poor 6.865∗ 5.532 5.722 6.656∗

(4.017) (4.134) (4.074) (3.993)

Dep Variable Mean 64.35 64.35 64.35 64.35
Observations 484 484 484 484
R2 0.067 0.073 0.073 0.082
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1,
∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 26: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias, Nationalists
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Donation Donation Donation
(1) (2) (3)

Own State -11.13 -1.284 -12.61
(7.771) (26.06) (8.429)

Prime -0.731 -1.013 0.702
(5.602) (15.57) (6.145)

In State * Prime -4.309 16.54 -6.772
(10.60) (35.92) (11.54)

One State Away 1.447 15.97 -2.554
(6.183) (19.94) (6.859)

One State Away * Prime -6.682 -13.33 -5.591
(8.979) (27.27) (9.846)

Two States Away -3.834 32.73 -9.817
(7.239) (23.62) (7.744)

Two States Away * Prime -2.591 -7.667 -3.378
(10.11) (32.38) (10.73)

Poor 3.234 -7.701 5.412
(3.822) (10.83) (4.123)

Dep Variable Mean 63.59 59.36 64.35
Observations 571 87 484
R2 0.062 0.269 0.089
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes
Sample All Regionalists Nationalists

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed
effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 27: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias, Disaggregating The Region, Shown For Regionalists
and Nationalists

Daily Daily Daily
Cards Cards Cards

per Aisle per Aisle per Aisle
(1) (2) (3)

Prime 0.0422 0.0246 0.00662
(0.0419) (0.0450) (0.0363)

At Most One State Away 0.00347
(0.0332)

At Most One State Away * Prime 0.0480
(0.0439)

At Most Two States Away 0.0419
(0.0362)

At Most Two States Away * Prime 0.0722
(0.0830)

Beneficiary state poor -0.00307 -0.00396 -0.00690
(0.00530) (0.00525) (0.00469)

Dep Variable Mean 0.205 0.205 0.205
Observations 660 660 660
R2 0.053 0.055 0.061
Donor-state FE No Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed
effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 28: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias, Evidence From Natural Field Experiment
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Daily
Cards

per Aisle
(1)

Prime 0.0298
(0.0349)

One State Away 0.0377
(0.0557)

One State Away * Prime 0.00805
(0.0988)

Two States Away 0.0841∗

(0.0502)

Two States Away * Prime 0.0488
(0.108)

Beneficiary state poor -0.00777
(0.00493)

Dep Variable Mean 0.205
Observations 660
R2 0.062
Donor-state FE Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in paren-
theses and donor-state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗
p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 29: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias Disaggregating The Region, Evidence From Natural
Field Experiment

F.6 Redistributive Preferences

The rest of the tables look at the redistribution policy preference as the outcome variable. Recall

that subjects were asked how in favor they were of a redistributive policy that mostly favored the

state they were assigned. The ‘Concentrated Redistribution’ variable is an indicator variable equal

to one if they were more supportive than not of this policy.

Table 30 looks at the impact of state distance and state distance interacted with regionalism.

This Table disaggregates regions as defined in Table 9 from Section 5. Again, overall we do not find

an in-region bias. On the other hand, there is some evidence that regionalists do have a stronger

in-region bias. The coefficients are insignificant, perhaps due to insufficient observations. However,

the coefficients are positive for the interaction between regionalists and states at most one state

away from the state the subject is most attached to. The strongest effect is for states that are one

state away.

Tables 31, 32 and 33 show the overall impact of the prime and its impact on regional bias, for

all subjects, regionalists and nationalists (respectively). The prime and the interaction of the prime
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Concentrated Concentrated
Redistribution Redistribution

(1) (2)

Own State 0.0529 0.0327
(0.0546) (0.0589)

One State Away 0.0390 0.00569
(0.0522) (0.0572)

Two States Away -0.0238 -0.0177
(0.0536) (0.0590)

Own State * Regionalist 0.134
(0.155)

One State Away * Regionalist 0.200
(0.147)

Two States Away * Regionalist -0.101
(0.121)

Baseline Regionalist -0.0882
(0.0739)

Poor 0.135∗∗∗ 0.137∗∗∗

(0.0419) (0.0420)

Dep Variable Mean 0.241 0.241
Observations 556 556
R2 0.055 0.063
Donor-state FE Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed
effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 30: In-Region Bias in Policy Preferences, Disaggregating The Region
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with the region defined in various ways have no significant impact overall and for nationalists, as

shown in Tables 31 and 33. There is some evidence that the prime does have an effect on in-region

bias for regionalists, however. In particular, there is a marginally significant (p-value < 10%)

interaction in the fourth column of Table 32. In fact, the second to fourth columns, which provide

different definitions of the region, provide evidence that regionalists have a regional bias without the

prime, but the prime diminishes the bias. Although insignificant, the coefficients for nationalists are

in the opposite direction. Testing hybrid theories requires looking at the triple interaction between

regionalism, primes and in-region bias, as per Proposition 3.7 regarding decision AllR. The triple

interaction has the same sign in all specifications, and is marginally significant (p-value < 10%)

only for when the region is defined as at most two states away from the subject’s state (results not

shown). Figure 6 is based on the triple difference regression specification with regions defined as

at most two states away.

Concentrated Concentrated Concentrated Concentrated
Redistribution Redistribution Redistribution Redistribution

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Prime 0.0497 0.0323 0.0373 0.0747
(0.0373) (0.0536) (0.0486) (0.0588)

In-Region -0.00455
(0.0535)

Prime * In-Region 0.0360
(0.0760)

At Most One State Away 0.0372
(0.0549)

At Most One State Away * Prime 0.0330
(0.0775)

At Most Two States Away 0.0441
(0.0545)

At Most Two States * Prime -0.0414
(0.0762)

Poor 0.120∗∗∗ 0.123∗∗∗ 0.131∗∗∗ 0.124∗∗∗

(0.0410) (0.0413) (0.0411) (0.0413)

Dep Variable Mean 0.241 0.241 0.241 0.241
Observations 556 556 556 556
R2 0.055 0.055 0.059 0.056
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 31: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias in Policy Preferences

Table 34 presents the results of the impact of the prime on regional bias with states disaggregated

by their distance to the subject’s state. Although mostly insignificant, the results are qualitatively
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Concentrated Concentrated Concentrated Concentrated
Redistribution Redistribution Redistribution Redistribution

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Prime 0.0979 0.231∗ 0.217∗ 0.281∗

(0.106) (0.129) (0.122) (0.144)

In-Region 0.226∗

(0.122)

Prime * In-Region -0.300
(0.224)

At Most One State Away 0.229∗

(0.130)

At Most One State Away * Prime -0.293
(0.220)

At Most Two States Away 0.211
(0.138)

At Most Two States * Prime -0.391∗

(0.207)

Poor 0.0564 0.0968 0.0960 0.104
(0.109) (0.105) (0.106) (0.108)

Dep Variable Mean 0.229 0.229 0.229 0.229
Observations 83 83 83 83
R2 0.414 0.444 0.445 0.453
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 32: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias in Policy Preferences, Regionalists
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Concentrated Concentrated Concentrated Concentrated
Redistribution Redistribution Redistribution Redistribution

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Prime 0.0425 0.00364 0.0164 0.0209
(0.0409) (0.0601) (0.0542) (0.0659)

In-Region -0.0577
(0.0591)

Prime * In-Region 0.0779
(0.0845)

At Most One State Away -0.0100
(0.0606)

At Most One State Away * Prime 0.0624
(0.0852)

At Most Two States Away -0.0162
(0.0610)

At Most Two States * Prime 0.0346
(0.0837)

Poor 0.130∗∗∗ 0.126∗∗∗ 0.135∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗∗

(0.0450) (0.0453) (0.0450) (0.0451)

Dep Variable Mean 0.243 0.243 0.243 0.243
Observations 473 473 473 473
R2 0.068 0.071 0.070 0.069
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed effects. ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 33: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias in Policy Preferences, Nationalists
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similar to the ones we just discussed. Without a prime, regionalists are biased towards their own

state, states one state away from their own state, and states two states away from their own state.

The prime diminishes this bias. Nationalists’ behavior differs from this pattern, and is the opposite

for states at most one state away.

Concentrated Concentrated Concentrated
Redistribution Redistribution Redistribution

(1) (2) (3)

Own State 0.00655 0.185 -0.0354
(0.0729) (0.201) (0.0802)

Prime 0.0755 0.286∗ 0.0215
(0.0589) (0.148) (0.0662)

In State * Prime 0.0811 -0.178 0.118
(0.104) (0.312) (0.114)

One State Away 0.0760 0.283 -0.00356
(0.0703) (0.177) (0.0788)

One State Away * Prime -0.0744 -0.640∗∗ 0.00715
(0.0996) (0.249) (0.109)

Two States Away 0.0362 0.0829 -0.0176
(0.0790) (0.149) (0.0864)

Two States Away * Prime -0.116 -0.312 -0.0141
(0.107) (0.201) (0.117)

Poor 0.140∗∗∗ 0.135 0.141∗∗∗

(0.0422) (0.109) (0.0466)

Observations 556 83 473
R2 0.064 0.487 0.072
ymean 0.241 0.229 0.243
Donor-state FE Yes Yes Yes
Sample All Regionalists Nationalists

OLS regression with robust standard errors in parentheses and donor-state fixed effects. ∗
p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗ ∗ ∗, p < .01

Table 34: Prime Does Not Affect Regional Bias in Policy Preferences, Disaggregating The Region,
Shown For Regionalists and Nationalists

G Earlier Identity Models

In this section we show how the model can be reduced to a simplified version of Bénabou and Tirole

(2011) (section G.1), and also to Benjamin et al. (2010) (section G.2).

G.1 Reducing the Model to Bénabou and Tirole (2011)

Begin by assuming that mN
i = −mR

i ∈ R, so that the informative component of the message m is

now unidimensional. Also reduce the ideal points to be dichotomous in one dimension: θ` ∈ {0, 1}
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such that the regional ideal point is θ` and the national ideal point is 1− θ`. The probability that

θ` is equal to 1 is given by p`(mi), with dp`/dmi ≥ 0.

Utility is then equal to

−ρ
[
p`(a− 1)2 + (1− p`)a2

]
−
(

1− ρ
)[

(1− p`)(a− 1)2 + p`a
2
]

⇔ −[ρp` + (1− ρ)(1− p`)](a− 1)2 − [ρ(1− p`) + (1− ρ)p`](a− 0)2

⇔ −[p`(1− ρ) + (1− p`)ρ][2a− 1]− (a− 1)2 (2)

This utility function imposes a cost for choosing a = 0, with an added benefit proportional to

ρ(1 − p`) + (1 − ρ)p`. Compare this utility with a simplified version of the utility function of

Bénabou and Tirole (2011),15 in which subjects choose a ∈ {0, 1}:

S(p`vH + (1− p`)vL)a− ca

where S is a ‘salience’ parameter, vH is the benefit type H gets a benefit from choosing a = 1, vL

is the benefit type L gets from choosing a = 1, p` and c is a cost parameter. As with our utility,

the utility function in Bénabou and Tirole (2011) also has a cost from choosing one of the actions,

and a benefit that is proportional to a term that maps onto the one in (2): vH is analogous to ρ,

and vL is analogous to 1− ρ.

There are two important features of our model Bénabou and Tirole (2011) does not capture.

First, they assume a ‘good identity convention’, in which one identity is always better: vH > vL.

Subjects who do not choose the ‘good’ action (a = 1 in their model) do so because it is too costly.

In our model, this good identity convention would map onto imposing that ρ > 1/2, which is

opposed to our interpretation of having individuals with different deep identities valuing different

ideal points. This is most clearly seen in costless choices: there is heterogeneity in subjects’ ideal

policy preferences, the way they think about states and whether they are attached to the region

or the nation, and this heterogeneity is driven by different ideal points, not the relative cost. This

difference can also be seen in how salience enters the utility function in Bénabou and Tirole (2011)

and in our model. In their model, salience always makes the ‘good’ action more attractive. In our

15It is a simplification because it ignores the discount factor and the capital accumulation benefit.
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model, salience may change what the good action is.

The second feature which Bénabou and Tirole (2011) does not capture comes from the fact that

ideal points are on one dimension, so they must be distinct (the ideal point of one identity is a = 1,

the ideal point of the other is a = 0). This is problematic for two reasons. First, the ideal point

may be the same for regional and national identities for some decisions—such as donating to the

in-region. Second, a message that increases the expected ideal point of one identity (e.g., mN
i > 0)

reduces the expected ideal point of the other. This does not allow us to capture the idea that some

messages may increase the ideal point of both identities. In Section 2 we gave the example of a

message that updated subjects’ priors on the poverty of the beneficiary—this would increase both

the regional and national ideal point, which would be a threat to identification.

G.2 Reducing the Model to Benjamin et al. (2010)

Starting from our model, assume the subject knows that the regional norm is 0 in the out-region

(pR` = 0) and that the national norm is 1 (pN` = 1). Then the utility function reduces to

ρ(a− 0)2 + (1− ρ)2(a− 1)2

This utility is identical to the one in Benjamin et al. (2010), where the ideal points are fixed.

By allowing there to be uncertainty over the ideal points, our model allows us to formalize the

dangers of informative messages when testing between theories of identities (as we do) or when

inferring norms (as Benjamin et al. (2010) does). Further, we include d as an argument for ρ,

which emphasizes and allows us to study the role of deep identities.

H Surveys In English And In Spanish

TO BE FILLED OUT.
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